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January 25, 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 
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83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: January 15, 1985 (Note: From 
January, 1985 t~e working day calendar used will be that 
with a base date of working day I falling on January 3, 
1985. This 0alendar is available upon request and has been 
provided to most of those in need of it.) 

Actions taken: 

Reviewed status of Water Street Pavilion 

Reviewed status af new parking deck adjoining Water Str0Qt 
Pavilion· 

Monitored progress on FlInt Industrial Village 

Monitored Buick City phases #1 and #2 

Briefly monitored and reviewed Carriage Town PASI design 
work 

Prepared network model for Broadway/Stever project 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion area 

Inspected Carriage Town site 

Made brief inspection of Buick City areas 

Water Street Pavilion 

A brief review of each corridor is given below: 

Corridor J - Construct Marketplace'- Work continues to 
move well on the project and most interior finish 
areas are now closed in with the only areas needing 
to be closed to weather being'the two major glass 
areas, the larger at the north and the smaller at 
the south. 

According to the project team, the job is currently on 
schedule, with the target completion date being 
held at June 27, 1985 (working day 381 ), •. ,Tenant 
work in the building is due to begin shortly and is 
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expected to proceed concurrently with completion 
of general building work. 

Present plans are to paint the Water Street Pavilion 
logo on the sbuth exterior wall. It is,possible 
that a sign permit may be needed for this work. 
It will be checked out by the project group. 

Also,at the dropoff area the Saginaw curb cut permit 
should be obtained from the city rather than the state. 
Apparently the state has turned jurisdiction of Saginaw 
Street over to the City of Flint in this stretch of 
right of way. 

Skating rink work is proceeding at a moderate pace. 
The design of the ice syst~m has b~en revised and 
the plan now is to iristall a permanent piping grid 
for making ice. (I pointed out to the project team 
that a similar type structure presently being used 
for ice 'skating can be se,en up a,t the Grand Traverse 
Resort Village hotel just north of Traverse City. This 
ice rink, I believe,is not piped but is covered by 
a tension structure of a similar concept but different 
shape than that proposed by the,Water Street Pavilion 
team. ) 

Foundations for the maintenance and concessions building 
are installed and the substructure is to be erected 
through the winter period. A full permit is expect€d, 
to be issued for the facility in the immediate future. 
Apparently the chiller for this building is still not 
ordered, but there does not appear,to be any major 
problem in obtaining delivery. A sl~e work matter 
yet to be resolved is that af the paver installation., 
It is presently being reviewed with the city and 
apparently a decision is near. 

Corridor N - University of Michigan test and renovate 
existing parking deck at corner of Kearsley and 
Harrison - work is completed for the winter and 
start up of activities again will be in May, 1985. 
This project will be dropped from our reporting list 
since it has little, if any, impact upon the downtown 
traffic circulation patterns. 

Corridor R - Construct parking ramp - A detailed plan 
and schedule for the project is currently In work 
a"d will be provided by the contractor soon. There 
was no detailed report on current progress at our 
session; however, we shall plan to regularly evaluate 
progress on the job at subsequent sessions. 
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It is still desired to get the parking deck in 
operation as early as possible particularly 
since the proposed parking facility area between 
First, Saginaw, Kearsley, and Harrison is probably 
going to be developed as a building site. 

Overall, the pavilion program is moving fairly well, although 
there is concern about the parkin~. This matter is being· 
worked at on an ongoing basis.by the entire project team. 
It was suggested at our session that there would. be m~rit 
in having the pavilion operating management attend one or· 
two of the planning and evaluation sessions, particularly 
as the opening date draws near. This would give them ~n 
inSight into how the opening day festivities can be best 
integrated with the overall needs of the downtown area. 
The grand opening ove~laps with other intens~ downtown activity 
periods, and it has been Of help in the.past to attempt 
closely knit planning between the private and public activity 
levels. . 

During our session the permit situation was discussed relative 
to tenants. It was pOinted out that food service tenants 
will have to obtain permits from the county health department. 
Also, the State Department of A~riculture apparently must 
review the food facility plan. 

Mr. Vyvyan mentioned that the building department would like 
to have a better feel than at present for the fabric material 
to be used in the tension structure. This information will 
be provided by the project team. 

It was suggested that the Water Street Pavilion staff maintain 
close cbntact with the State of ·Michigan Department of 
Management and Budget to properly tie into the state office 
building at the desired time and location. 

Flint Industrial Village. 

The contract for landlord package #1 is to be awarded 
January 15, 1985 (working day 265'. Some tenant p~oposals have 
been received, and these are currently being submitted to the 
Flint Industrial Village owners. At present tax increment 
financing is available for the project, and most work seems. 
to be moving relatively well. Again, to avoid delays .1n 
obtaining permits the procedural elements of plan submittals 
should be reviewed c~refully. A permit will be needed for· 
building work as quickly as possible •. 
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We again discussed the advisability' of preparing a network mode1 
for the construction work for landlord work phase #1. We 
shall plan to do a summary network of this program as 'soon 
as a contractor is on board and has the necessary information 
assembled. 

So far as administrative elements of the progran are conc(~rned, 
there still is no formally approved UDAG agreement back from 
HUD. We also do not have a legally binding commitment (LBC). 
Since it is the inteht to issue a contract with a limited 
amount of early expenditures, great care must betaken to 
insure that the expenditures are on a directed basis so that 
work put in place will be usable at ani point i~ the future. 
It is assumed that this project will continue on but if there 
is any problem that develops in obtaining full approvals, then 
work should be kept at such a point thQt if stopped it can be 
resumed easily once approvals are obtained. This is another 
reason why we must be very careful in planning the project 
so a s tom a k e 0 p tim u m use 0 f ear 1 y ·e x pen d i t u res. 

Buick City 

We first made a brief review of phase #1 work remaining to be 
done. Items discussed included: 

The MBT pole is still in the Stewart· right of way. The 
DPW will look into this. 

Wearing courses at Leith, Stewart, and North will be 
installed next spring. 

Landscaping and berm work has been stopped until spring, 
1985. 

Some slope protection has been installed at the Wood 
Street head wall. 

The Consumers Power contract has been sent to Consumers. 

Buick is to handle completion of land acquisition at 
Newall Street. 

Buick is apparently acquiring the required land north of 
Leith between Industrial and North. 

The vacation of Newall Street will be held up pend'ing 
resolution of Citizens Bank situation. 

The Broadway/Stever project is still on hold. Today we 
prepared a network model. for the implementation of 
this program.It appears with the long period of time 
to make the appraisals, acquire the property and 
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building, relocate tenants, and demolish structures, 
that actual construction of Broadway/Stever may not 
be accomplished this year. Since it is a very 
important program,. I recommend that the city management 
give it top priority attention depending upon the position 
in the time frame of improvements it occupies. 

The sale of Oak Park is presently being held due to 
problems with resolving the reversionary clauses. 

The network model for Broadway/Stever improvement work is· 
shown. on sheet #158, Issue #1 dated January 15, 1985 (working 
day 265). We should carefully review this network model at 
each session to insure that the process is being implemented 
as rapidly as possible. The level of attention to be given 
this program is somewhat proportionate to the importance it 
occupies in completion of Buick City and related work. We 
shall discuss the program at subsequent planning and monitoring 
sessions. 

• 
To close out this portion of the meeting, we briefly discussed 
phase #2 corridors which are to be started in the very near 
future. It was· noted that for corridors #53, #54, and #55, 
remodeling of Dayton, Rankin, and Warren, ,and construction 
of cul-de-sacs, that only a minimum amount of PASI work will 
be done prior to bringing tenants into :the 'area. This is 
to minimze changes th~t might be made necessary by requirements 
of the facility to occupy the area. 

Carriage Town 

We reviewed the Carriage Town project briefly from network 
model Issue #1 dated December 20, 1984 (working day 249) 
sheet #157. Appar~ntly work Is moving relatively well 
although there appears to be some developing problems with the 
bridge across the Flint River~ We reviewed the current 
proposed location for the bridge and inspected the site to see 
how the bridge alignment impacted upon the south bank facilities. 
There is some coricern that· the south bank abuttment is a 
potential interference to improvements to th~ Beach Street 
bridge and also to existing utilities that are located 
on the west side of Beach at the south of the river. 

Selection of a bridge location should be carefully done so 
that the entire project·obtains Quick approval from the 
Corps of Engineers. Preliminary contacts' have been made with 
the Corps, and these will be intensified as alignment 
drawings and preliminary sketches are completed. 
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As of January 15, 1985 (working day 265) the project lags 
the network model Issue #1 dated December 20,1984 (working 
day 249) sheet #157 by a current amount of about 6 working 
days. This lag is in ~he bridge design area. If it is still 
the intent to issue the bridge with the other PASI documents. 
then careful attention must be given to completion of the design 
and approval of the Corps just as quickly as possible. We shall 
discuss this matter in more detail at our next session. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next meeting on 
January 31, 1985 (working day 277) and distribute it to those 
concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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Subject I Monitoring Report #195 
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February 9, 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project. 83114 

Date of Monitoringl January 31, 1985 (working day 277) 

Actions taken I 

Reviewed status of Water Street Pavilion 

Discussed progress on new parking deck adjoining Water 
Street Pavilion 

Monitored Flint Industrial Village 

Began preparing network model for construotion work at 
Flint Industrial Village 

Monitored Buick City phases #1 and #2 

Monitored Carriage Town phase #1 design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion area. 

Water Street Pavilion 

A brief review of each corridor is given below. 

Corridor J - Construct Marketplace - Work continues to 
move well and the projeot is ourrently on sohedule with 
a target completion date of June 27, 1985 (working day 
381) , 

There wa.s some discussion about available parking facili
ties and it was brought out that construction parking, 
interim parking, and permanent parking for the pavilion 
area all pose ourrent problems. Of particular interest 
is the minor difficulty of maintaining control over oon
struction parking spaces. This matter is being worked 
on by the project team. 

Ongoing studies of interim parking available for the grand 
opening of the Water Street Pavilion are in progress. Per
manent parking in the parking deck under construction will 
be available upon partial or total completion of the deck. 
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This work is still being planned and scheduled and no 
definitive information was available at this meeting of 
the delivery date for the deck. 

There is to be nearly 120-car public parking lot opened 
in the near future, and this should help alleviate some 
of the current parking problems in this area. 

At the building proper. the chiller was due to be delivered 
January 31. 1985 (working day 277). After the chiller is 
set the floor slab at the chiller area will be completed. 
Close in of :gnass areas is continuing and should be able 
to maintain aesired schedules. The matter of site paver 
installation is not yet resolved although there are ongo
ing discussions about this item. Brick pavers at the drop
off area are potentially a difficult procurement item and 
the project team is currently looking at this matter and 
attempting to resolve it. There has been little, if any, 
progress on the skating rink and the maintenance and con
cession building over the past two weeks, although this 
area is still expected to be available for the grand 
opening in June, 1985. 

Corridor R - Construct parking ramp - There was no detailed 
dIscussIon ot this project at the m~ing. Planning and 
scheduling of the field work is still in progress. 

The pavilion project continues to move generally well with 
80me concern about the ability of construction at the pavi
lion and maintenance and concession building to keep pace 
with the main facility. Tenant work is not yet in full 
swing. It should be kept in mind that there remain only 
about 104 workinr days to the grand opening. It will be 
critical to prov de tenant area working drawings, obtain 
building permits, and of cnurse, to award contract for 
interior work. Apparently the developer has had consider
able experience in this leasing arrangement and foresees 
no major difficulties at present. However, approvals and 
permits are matters that should be given careful and ongo
ing attention by the design and construction team. 

Information about test results was discussed and the city 
requested that test results be provided as needed on the 
project so as to permit the requirements of the building 
department to be met. This matter is being addressed by 
the project team. 
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A contractor has been selected for the landlord phase #1 work. 
The selertion was made at the January 15. 1985 (working day 265) 
board meeting and final contracts should be executed by February 
6, 1985 (working day 281). Some design work still remains to be 
approved on the mechanical contract documents but these will be 
submitted immediately to the Water Department and the fire mar
shall for their review and approval. Also, it is necessary to 
get a building permit and this is expected to be issued about 
February 11, 1985. Funds should be freed up in sufficient 
amount to initiate construction by February 11, 1985 (working 
day 284). This is the current target for the contractor to 
mobilize and move on the site. Meanwhile, it will be necessary 
to get HUD review and a~oval on the revised UDAG agreement so 
as to complete, prepare, and execute the legally binding commit
ment, and to submit this to HUD to free up additional funds. 

At our session today we began preparing a summary network model 
for construction of the project. It seems presently that a 
major problem may come in getting early delivery of critical 
materials such as hollow metal frames and hardware. This 
matter is being given careful attention by the contractor and 
should be resolved shortly. The intent is to work first in 
the industrial space and then to move to the office space. 
It is desired to be able to obtain a partial certificate of 
occupancy for the industrial space by late May, 1985. This is 
very important Eince the conditions of the grant make it imper
ative that a tight time schedule be observed and met. 

We shall continue to prepare the network model for construction 
at our next session. Meanwhile, the initial plan of work shown 
on sheet #159 Issue #1 dated January 31. 1985 (working day 277) 
has been printed and will be issued to those involved. 

Buick City 

A brief review of the remaining phase #1 items is given below. 

The MBT pole is still in the Stewart right of way. 

Slope protection remains to', ,be completed at the Wood 
Street head wall. 

The Consumers Power contract has been returned to the city. 

There is no current word on Buick land acquisition at 
Newall, and north of Leith between Industrial and North. 

Newall Street has been vacated. 
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There is no current word on the Broadway/Stever project. 
We reviewed the need to get this program off and running. 
The various parties involved in Buick City will follow up 
on decisions needed. 

There is no word on the sale of Oak Park. 

We spent a portion of the meeting doing some additional work 
on the summary plan for phase #2 shown on sheets #152 and #153 
Issue #J dated January 1, 1985 (working day 277). Land acquis
ition is expected to being actively by March 19. 1985 (working 
day 310) with the first properties being acquired to permit 
work on the Leith widening. The contract documents for the 
Leith widening will probably be finished about March 19. 1985 
(working day J10) as an early finish. However. since property 
acquisition will govern when the Leith widening can occur. there 
is no current urgency about completing these working drawings. 
We shall continue to quantify the network model for the project 
at subsequent sessions and try to get a better planning struc
ture for the work tO~'Jbe done in the phase #2 area •. 

Carriage Town 

The design development package has been submitted to the DeD, 
the DPW. the mayor's office. Consumers Power. Michigan Bell. 
and Comcast for review and approval or comment. Not all com
ments or approvals are back as yet, and some revisions are 
being made on elements of the project. It is necessary to 
resolve the matter of the brick pavers. and this is in work 
at present. Meanwhile, preliminary bridge drawings have been 
sent to the Corps of Engineers and a review is expected to be 
completed by the Corps on February 5. 1985 (working day 280). 
This puts the project work relative to the Corps of Engineers 
comments on the bridge about 11 working days later than had 
been anticipated by the network model on sheet #157 Issue #1 
dated December 20, 1984 (working day 249). This is the major 
current lag, and if it is still the intent to issue all PASI 
documents together including the bridge drawings, then work 
on the bridge area will have to be expedited. Preparation of 
PASI contract documents is also in progress, and presently 
appears to lag by about 17 working days although this lag 
could be recaptured in part if required. 

The present target for printing and issuing the PASI contract 
documents for proposals is March 6. 1985 (working day 301) as 
shown on the sheet #157 Issue #1 dated December 20. 1984 (work
ing day 249). We will further e~uate the feasibility of 
meeting this target date at our next monitoring session. 
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The current point being held for start of construotion is 
May 20, 1985 (working day 254). This date is a good seasonal 
date to ~egin work in the field. and slippage past it should 
be avoided if possible since it tends to push the project too 
far into the later part of the year and possibly into colder 
weather. 

It was cautioned that a constant check should be made on 
permits for the program, and this should be given careful 
attention by the project team. 

At our next session it might be advisable to have present. if 
possible, those involved in the bridge design review and 
approval including the architect/engineer and a representative 
of the Corps of Engineers. The bridge program is a critical 
element in the entire PASI design, and constant attention must 
be given it to insure that it does not hold up the project. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next meeting and 
distribute3it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJSlsps/gmy 

To I Mr. Ray vyvyan 
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Subject: 

Project: 

Monitoring Report 1196 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint. Michigan 

83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: February 11, 1985 (working day 284) 

Actions taken: 

Monitored Water Street Pavilion 

Reviewed progress on Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

Reviewed progress on Flint Industrial Village 

Continued preparing network model for construction of 
Flint Industrial Village 

Reviewed Buick City phases *1 and 12 

Monitored Carriage Town phase II and design work 

Briefly inspected Buick City area 

Water Street Pavilion 

Corridor discussions are given below: 

Corridor J - Construct Marketplace - landlord work 
continues to move well and a target completion of 
June 27. 1985 (working day 381) is being held. 
Apparently the problem with construction parking has 
been resolved and at present no difficulties are 
being encountered. 

Interior finishes are being installed 
with drywall taping and sanding in work. 
Painting is to start about February 13, 1985 (working 
day 286).and east side tenant spaces have been 
released for tenant work. It should be 
cautioned that between today.February 11. 1985 
(working day 284),and the grand opening on June 27. 
1985 (working day 381) there is only 97 working 
days. The time to opening Is growing short and there 
are considerable tenant activities to be accomplished. 
I have urged the project team at these sessions to 
call attention of the developer and the tenants 
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already released to the Increasing urgency to get 
their design work completed, obtain building permits, 
place orders for long lead time Items, and to Insure 
that construction Is put into the flelt ql eqnsig 
fashion. 

The Chiller Is now on the job and placed 
in the basement of the main building. Paver problems 
are partially resolved. However, there Is no definite 
decision presently as to whether or not brick pavers 
are to be used at the dropoff area or not. The 
superintendent will follow this matter. 

No major work has been done on the skating rink or the 
maintenance or concession building over the past 
two weeks due to heavy winter weather. However, It Is 
the Intent to complete these buildings to the 
greatest degree possible so they are 
available for the grand opening. 

Again, I strongly recommend that representatives of 
the developer and their operating staff attend these 
meetings on an occasional basis to Insure that all 
necessary Information is being considered for the 
required grand opening ceremony. These ceremonies 
affect outside agencies other than the facility 
staff and frequently problems are best worked out 
by having close communication with the other groups 
involved. 

Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

Work is still in progress on pile caps although there was no 
representative at the meeting that could discuss job progress. 
One matter that should be addressed Immediately is the use of 
Brush Alley In the late spring, 1985 and after the grand 
openlng.The superintendent for the construction manager said 
that he will be starting floor tile in the Water Street 
Pavilion building on March I, 1985 (working day 298). In 
addition, installation of aluminum and glass entries will 
probably start in the near future. When these finish trades 
are Installed, it will be necessary to use Brush Alley for 
bringing materials to the job site. Also, after the grand 
opening, the Brush Alley loading facility Is the main service 
entrance for merchandise and supplies to the main building. 
It Is to be pOinted out that there also is construction work 
on the parking deck to be maintained above Brush Alley; thus, 
potential for serious physical conflicts In the use of this 
thoroughfare exists. Ownership of the thoroughfare Is with 
the DDA, and I highly recommend that discussions be Initiated 
immediately to determine how the various operations that will 
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be concurrent at the parking deck and at the Water Street 
Market Building are to be carried out. This is a complex 
problem and probably will exist from spring. 1985 through 
early fall. 1985. We should continue to address this matter at 
our regular meetings since it does impact upon traffic 
patterns surrounding the site. 

Flint Industrial Villaie - (Monitored from Issue II dated 
January 31. 1985 (worK ng day 277) sheet #159 and Issue '2 
dated February 11. 1985 (working day 284) sheet '159 

Field work is not yet started on the project. and there still 
are some problems that must be resolved. These were generally 
identified as follows: 

com~lete and execute construction contract. Presently 
t e contractor and Durant Four are engaged in 
negotiations as well as discussions with affected 
agencies about how the contract should be written 
and executed. In addition. it will be necessary.for 
many reasons,to clarify the facility ownership for the 
various parties to construct this facility. 

It is hoped that all barriers to executing the contract 
can be cleared away by the end of this week, and that 
construction will be allowed to begin by February 15, 
1985 (working day 288). 

Acquisition of bUildln! permits - Most permit 
problems Have been c eared away and it is presently 
expected to have a building permit within the next 
two or three days. 

ob - Two elements, 
~~o~~o~w~m~e~a~~ra~m~e~s~a~n~~w~o~o~~o~ors. are 

being reviewed for delivery constraints. Some changes 
are being suggested that will allow these elements 
to be brought to the job site on dates better 
corresponding with schedule demands. This matter must 
be reviewed with the architect/engineer and the owner 
to determine the appropriateness of the solution. 
It should be done immediately. 

Paint colors - Color schedules should be set 
ImmediateIy since the intent at this time is to 
complete finish work up to the start of painting within 
the next five to eight weeks. 

Revisions to existing toilet room - Since occupancy of 
the industrial space Is expected early the existing 
toilet room probably will have to be remodeled to 
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a unisex facility. This remodeling will require 
ceramic tile, traditionally a long lead time Item. 
The tile should be selected now and of a color that 
permits ease of procurement. 

Roofin, repairs - It appears that there are roofing 
repa rs needed to insure the building Is weather 
tight. No specific information was available 
except that there are severe leaks that must be 
repaired at the electrical equipment room before 
activation of any electrical equipment. 

In addition, there may be some difficulties with the 
supporting structure primarily wood planking at the 
roof Since taping and sanding Interior drywall is 
expected to be in work within a month after start of 
construction It will be necessary to get the building 
closed in properly. Early attention to roof repairs 
must be a high priority issue. 

Rehabilitative unit heaters - It was originally the 
intent to remove, inspect. rehabilitate. and reinstall 
the several unit heaters on the job at present. 
However. there has been some discussion of possibly 
installing new unit heaters to minimize problems 
that might be encountered in the rehabilitation. This 
decision must be made immediately if new heaters are 
to be purchased. Also, it might be that some of the 
existing unit heaters will not be able to be reused, In 
which case, orders should be placed for the 
replacement units now. 

Fire line size - There 1s some question about the size of 
tHe fire line entrance into the building relative to 
the main water line in the street. There is no present 
plan to immediately install a new water line in 
Saginaw. and therefore careful checks should be made to 
Insure that the present line can be used to provide 
fire protection to the facility. 

Also Important Is to insure that the Industrial space 
can be sprlnklered from the sprinkler system without 
having the office area sprinkler system complete. This 
is an important item relative to sequ~ncing of the 
work. 

Intersections of Rartitlons and metal deck - A minor 
problem that s ould be easily resolved but must be 
done early is how partitions that extend to roof deck 
are to be finished against the metal deck. 
The contractor was not aware of any 
detail on this closure. although there may be one 
specified. It should be checked. 
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The above problems each In themselves is not overly serious 
except for one or two but in the aggregate they represent a 
formidable array of items that must be done and done Quickly 
if we are to get the project under way and complete for the 
first phase. It should be remembered that the amount of time 
available from February 11. 1985 (working day 284) to May 31, 
1985 (working day 362) is 78 working days. about three and a 
half months. This is a very short time, and we are now using 
float time in large chunks and very rapidly. 

At our session. we went into more detail than was perhaps 
justified. but it was felt that this project is important and 
that careful attention must be given now to getting it under 
way immediately due to grant commitments and other 
considerations. 

Buick City 

A brief review of the remaining phase *1 items is given below: 

The MBT pole was still tn the Stewart right of way as 
of Friday, February 8, 1985 (working day 283). 

Slope protection at the Wood Street head wall will be 
completed next spring. 

Consumers Power contract will be approved by city 
council on February 11. 1985 (working day 284) 

Buick will take over the land acquisition at Newall 
and north of Leith between Industrial and North. 
This will not be reported on further. 

There was no current word on the Broadway/Stever 
project. Presently it lags our latest plan of work 
by about five working days. and It Is becoming 
Increasing apparent that construction must be 
planned for 1986 unless immediate action Is taken 
on the project go ahead. 

We also reviewed the phase #2 summary plan on sheet #152 and 
1153 and established some additional intermediate pOints where 
work on the Baker Street widening and resurfacing of Newall 
could start. It is anticipated presently that council 
approval will be given on February 11. 1985 (working day 284) 
to the retention of phase II appraisers and they will 
immediately begin work on early appraisals required for this 
project. We also added tn durations to these network models 
and they will be printed and distributed to those concerned. 
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I suggest we Initiate regular discussions In our meetings 
regarding the method of development of phase #2 properties for 
the Intended use. Mr. King was at our meeting briefly today. 
and It would be helpful If he could attend on an occasional 
basis to update us and review the overall progress so as to 
closely relate sale of the properties to the phasef2 PASI 
Installation. 

Carriage Town 

Initial reviews of the design development document has 
generally been completed and second reviews are being 
conducted by various organizations Involved Including the 
Bureau of Historical Preservation of the State of Michigan. 
Preparation of contract documents Is presently about 13 
working days behind the network model sheet '157. Issue II. 
dated December 20. 1984 (working day 249). However. Consumers 
Power and Michigan Bell Telephone proposals are expected back 
by the target date of February 19. 1985 (working day 290). 

Preliminary bridge sketches have been submitted to the Corps 
of Engineers and are being reviewed by the Corps. Discussions 
are expected to be held this week on comments about the bridge 
design. There still Is some concern within technical units of 
the city departments about the current bridge alignment. These 
concerns are fundamentally technical In nature. and I 
recommend highly they be discussed In depth by all parties 
responsible. It should be realized that the Flint River Is a 
navigable waterway; It Is governed to a large extent by Corps 
of Engineers requirements. and approvals of the Corps are 
Important to all facilities that must cross over or encroach 
upon the river right of way. Thus. any differences of 
oplnlon.partlcularly technical differences. should be resolved 
before final presentation of approval Information to the Corps 
of Engineers. This Is an Important matter. Since It Is 
presently the Intent to Issue working drawings In the very 
near future the situation should be addressed by all Involved 
Immediately. 

A suggestion was made to the project team at our meeting that 
they meet soon to resolve major and minor questions. It Is 
still the Intent to get this project completed this year. and 
with the current plan of work. even with the delays that 
occur. there Is a chance at least to complete PASI work.even 
though bridge work may be delayed Into late winter and 
possibly to early next year. 1986. However. It Is going to 
take some rapid action particularly In approvals and reviews 
to Insure that this schedule Is met. 
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At our next session we should plan to update the network model 
Issue #1 dated December 20. 1984 (working day 249) sheet #157. 
It still might be very well to have at one of our near future 
sessions the bridge designer and a representative of the Corps 
of Engineers. Often a face to face discussion can do much 
more than can be accomplished in phone calls or written 
communication. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for our next session and 
distribute it to all those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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March 19. 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project: 83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: March 11, 1985 (working day 284) 

Actions taken: 

Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

Reviewed Flint Industrial Village 

Monitored Buick City phase 12 

Monitored Carriage Town phase II and design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion project 

Inspected Industrial Village remodeling project 

Water Street Pavilion 

Landlord work continues to move very well, and to all present 
appearances will be complete on or before June 27, 1985 
(working day 381). It is expected to have a preopening affair 
about one week before the grand opening and it also appears 
that the landlord work will be ready for this. Much interior 
finish work is presently being installed and tenant spaces are 
rapidly being brought to a pOint where tenant improvements 
could begin. 

It should be noted that to the grand opening, June 27. 1985 
(working day 381), there remains 77 working days from today. 
This is an extremely short amount of time for what appears to 
be the work that must be done to bring the project into an 
opening mode. Tenant work for the project has not yet begun 
although there have been some initial inquiries about building 
permits. However, there was no authentic report at this 
session on where the tenant work deSign, approvals, 
procurement, or other elements stand. 

One item that has been mentioned previously and should be 
re-emphasized is the possibility of requiring security 
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provisions to separate tenant spaces from main public mall 
areas. The conventional type security gate used on a center 
of this kind is a long lead time item, and there is no 
information presently if orders have been placed for these 
gates. If the gates are not to be installed, and there are 
tenants either in business or constructing space, provisions 
may have to be made to protect the interior of the store from 
those using public spaces at hours other than store hours. In 
addition, barricades will be required at unleased or space in 
construction separating them from public areas and from lease 
areas that are open. This matter should be given careful 
attention since a good appearance at the storefront line Is 
Imperative for a successful grand opening. 

There are several types of temporary partitions that have been 
used including fiberglass panels and plywood panels painted 
with the logo of the facility. It is common practice to 
barricade these storefront areas so as to prevent people from 
wandering into them or getting into the construction areas 
where work is under way. It also contains construction dust 
being generated within the places under construction and 
prevents this dust from getting into the occupied areas. This 
is particularly important where food is being served. 

Again, on a matter of permits care should be taken to check to 
see what county health department requirements must be met and 
whether any formal approvals have to be obtained from this 
group. 

Plans for the grand opening have not yet been formulated, but 
apparently are to be made soon. I recommend highly that 
members of the developers and operators staff attend our 
meetings on an occasional basis to better knit together what 
has to be done on the opening with the requirements of the 
city and other governmental agencies. This invitation has been 
extended in the past, and is an open invitation at any time. 

Traffic signals at Saginaw and Union are yet to be finally 
located; however, it appears presently that there is no 
problem with equipment such as controllers or lightpoles. 
However, again, because of the critical nature of this 
signalization the matter should be reviewed to Insure there 
are no loose ends. Parking requirements for the center will 
be satisfied with surface lots surrounding the facility. There 
Is some consideration that the parking deck being built on the 
adjoining property will be available earlier than the present 
contract completion date in late 1985. However, there is no 
authentiC word on when this might be. 
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Relative to construction of the parking deck, it is to be 
stressed again that undoubtedly construction of the overhang 
at Brush Alley will require shoring and supports to be in 
place for concrete decks above. Unless special care is taken 
in the design of the form work, there will be interferences 
with the use of Brush Alley for through traffic or service 
traffic while this shoring is being used. Now is the time to 
solve this problem and insure that all partTeS to the project 
are aware of the need for keeping this ~lley clear and are 
making plans for how this is to be done. Deliveries to other 
parts of the facility, particularly at the Saginaw Street 
side, could prove very difficult once finishes the area are in 
place and the facility is in operation. At present, floor tile 
is being laid at the entrances and undoubtedly heavy traffic 
will be discouraged by the construction manager. 

The site paver sub-base problem apparently has been resolved 
by an agreement as to the type of sub-base to be used. 
However, there seems to still be lacking a formal 
communication which will allow work to proceed in an approved 
fashion. At present, the construction manager is again 
requesting that if there are to be brick pavers at the dropoff 
area, this revision be made to the contract documents. There 
has been some talk of using brick pavers, but present plans 
are to install concrete paving at the dropoff area. This will 
have to be changed soon if brick pavers are to be obtained in 
time for the opening. 

Another Item relative to service traffic, use of the dropoff 
area, and other such miscellaneous sections of the project is 
signing required. These signs should be established and 
located now for opening day traffic. 

The end wall of the facility at the south Is probably going to 
be given a special Water Street Pavilion logo treatment. No 
application for a sign permit has been made as yet, and It is 
entirely possible that this will have to be done prior to 
starting work. It should be given careful attention. Another 
Item, traditionally a difficult procurement item,is tree 
grates, of which there are a large number. Tree wells are 
going to have to be built soon, and it will be necessary to 
have the grates there In order to complete the work properly. 

It would be well to consult with the Parks Department re the 
interface at the north boundary between the development area 
and the Flint River Park. This is a very critical aesthetic 
interface, and in order for it to be properly deSigned care 
should be taken to identify the mutual responsibilities for 
the work. 
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The tension structure foundations are being completed and the 
foundation for the maintenance and concessions building Is 
almost complete. These two buildings will be given a good deal 
of attention over the next few months. and are still expected 
to be erected and in place by the grand opening. This makes 
it important to be able to restore or reconfigure the north 
boundary so as to be suitable both to the developer and to the 
adjoining property owned by the City of Flint. This Is under 
the control of the Department of Parks & Recreation. 

The major share of actual site work construction on the 
project deals with extensive amounts of concrete flat work. 
Flat work Is sensitive to weather. and therefore, should be 
put Into work just as soon as the condition of the sub-base 
permits. There Is some indication that our spring may be a wet 
one this year. and It would be well to get as much flat work 
In just as Quickly as possible and during any clement weather 
that we have that permits work to proceed. 

Also to be mentioned Is that the permit for the tension 
structure has still not been signed by the contractor. This 
matter should be taken care of although it Is a routine item. 

In general. a major consideration that should be given and 
bears repeating is that some method of access must be 
maintained for contractors. tenants. and others who must bring 
materials, equipment, and merchandise Into the bullding~ The 
projected inteference potential at the Brush Alley entrance 
makes it imperative that other methods of accessing the 
building be available. In all likelihood, the dropoff area at 
the front of the building will be primarily used for the 
Intended purpose of customer access. This reduces the usable 
access points to a degree where it may be difficult to service 
the facility properly during the opening. 

Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

It appears that most work on pile caps is complete with lower 
level foundation walls being built. Some fill is being 
brought in at present to use for filling and fine grading. 
No forming of supported decks in the building has yet begun. 
Completion of construction for the parking deck Is being held 
at late November to mid-December. 1985. Again. all concerned 
would like to see this deck completed at any earlier date for 
total or partial occupancy. However. there is no current word 
on whether this will be possible or not. 
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Monitored from Issue '2 sheet #159 dated February II, 1985 
(working day 284). 

The transfer of land to Durant Four should be completed by 
Tuesday, March 4, 1985 (working day 305) and should allow 
additional funding for the remainder of landlord work 
construction. HUD has approved the UDAG agreement and it will 
be executed March 28, 1985 (working day 317). City council is 
expected to approve the agreement April 8, 1985 (working day 
325). 

The administrative work for completion of contract award has 
been done with the exception of the bond information. This 
will be provided when funding for construction is available. 
The contractor has mobilized and moved on the site and 
demolition is well along. Sprinkler piping and new pipe for 
unit heaters is being installed. Sheet metal duct work is also 
being installed at the industrial area. The size of the 
sprinkler feed to the building has been revised to conform to 
the size of the feed from Taylor into the building. 
Electrical switchgear has been ordered and is presently 
expected on the job by April I, 1985 (working day 319). All 
light fixtures are anticipated to be on the job by April 15, 
1985 (working day 329). A decision is presently being made on 
whether or not unit heaters should be rehabilitated or whether 
new heaters should be provided. Eighteen of the units tested 
would not start, ten of them cannot be repaired, and eight can 
be repaired but only on a marginal basis and probably would 
have to be unwarranted. New units could probably be available 
by early May, 1985. A decision on whether new units will be 
used or not is to be made today March II, 1985 (working day 
304) • 

Rooftop equipment, which primarily goes into the office 
building, will be delivered eight weeks after approval of shop 
drawings. Shop drawings are in for review. There is a makeup 
air unit to be installed at the industrial area. This will 
also be delivered eight weeks after approval of shop drawings. 

A critical decision is to be made quickly on roofing, since 
there is a scheme of possibly installing temporary patching to 
the existing roof while a decision is being made. However, the 
possibility of having to do very extensive patching and at a 
high cost may make it more desirable to install a new roof 
immediately. There are indications that as much as 401 of the 
roof would have to be patched and reworked. The urgency of the 
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problem Is In that studs and drywall for Interior partitions 
are on the job, and studs are ready to start. In order to 
hang, tape, and sand gyp board It will be necessary to Insure 
the building Is weather tight. Present plans are to start 
hanging board on March 25, 1985 (working day 314). This Is 
only 10 working days from today and thus, close In decisions 
are c r I tic a 1 • 

Painting In the building has already begun, and It, too. will 
be affected by the roofing decision. There Is also a 
possibility that the roof planking under the existing roofing 
may have to be repaired In part. The sooner this work can 
start, the sooner the building can be closed to weather. 

A decision has been made on hollow metal frames and doors. The 
matter Is resolved and present Indications are that these 
Items will be on the job and In place by the target completion 
date for the Industrial area of May 31, 1985 (working day 
362). With the delay to approval of the UDAG agreement, It Is 
possible that the completion date for the Industrial area 
could be extended to June IS, 1985 (working day 373) and for 
the office area remodeling to July IS, 1985 (working day 
392). Color schedules are due to be Issued on the project 
very shortly and should not hold up the project. 

We briefly discussed the intersections of partitions on the 
metal deck. and this matter Is being addressed by the 
contractor and the architect/engineer. 

Buick City 

A brief review of the remaining phase II items is given below: 

The MBT pole is still in the Stewart right of way. 

Slope protection at the Wood Street head wall will 
be completed probably In late April or May. 

Consumers Power contract has been approved by 
city council; however, it has not yet been 
executed. 

The Broadway/Stever project Is still not approved for 
a start. There was no word available on 
when it will be approved. It should be pOinted out 
that the current network model for Broadway/Stever 
Issue #1 dated January 15. 1985 (working day 265) 
sheet #158 shows that in order to complete 
pre-construction work and allow construction to 
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begin by March, 1986, the course of action 
for proceeding should have been decided about one 
month ago. There is still no authentic word on 
when this release will occur and therefore, we 
can assume now that construction probably will 
not begin until late spring, 19B6. Any further 
delays to releasing the project probably will 
move the start In corresponding amounts later than 
mid-April, 19B6. If extensive redesign proves 
necessary, there may be some additional delays 
since the property acquisition program might have 
to change. 

I requested that the matter of when funding for 
the Broadway/Stever program expires be looked Into. 
We will discuss this at our next session. 

In the Buick City phase 12 program, appraisers are being 
brought on board to complete appraisal work. It Is going to 
be critical to be able to award these appraisal contracts 
promptly to allow work to begin for early acquisition. The 
first two proJects to be worked on are the Leith widening and 
the Baker Street improvements. Present plans are to have the 
properties for Leith Street totally available for start of 
construction by August 22, 19B5 (working day 420) and for the 
Baker project by September 24, 1985 (working day 442). Another 
critical Item is to provide releases on work orders for the 
DPW to start their technical work on this program. Apparently 
the OPW Is starting a major work program this summer on public 
improvements, and will need to have a release on their 
contract document preparation for Leith and other areas as 
soon as possible. This matter will be reviewed In more detail 
at subsequent sessions. 

Carriage Town 

The Corps of Engineers Is currently reviewing the preliminary 
bridge sketches, and should comment by about March lB. 19B5. 
It was stressed here that the Corps' comments should also be 
solicited relative to location of foundations of the bridge 
and the tie back anchors used for the seawall along each bank 
of the river. Once Corps' comments have been obtained on the 
appropriateness of the design and on location, the final 
bridge contract documents can be completed and submitted to 
various agencies Including the Corps of Engineers, the EDA. 
the DPW. and the Michigan Bureau of History. It Is presently 
anticipated that the Corps of Engineers final review could 
take as much as one month which would put the final bridge 
contract documents into the last revision stage about April 
24. 1985 (working day 336). At this pOint. the process for 
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soliciting proposals and awarding contracts can be Initiated. 
and It is possible that If we can get Corps approval on the 
job by April 24. 1985 (working day 336) that construction 
could begin by early or mid July, 1985. This could bring 
bridge steel to the job sometime In late October or 
mid-November. 1985. 

Other materials for the bridge are relatively straightforward 
including the wood decking and accessories. Probably no 
difficulty would be encountered in obtaining these as needed. 

Of critical Importance is to Insure that the foundations of 
the new bridge do not Interfere with the utilities at the 
south side of the river. A detailed utility plan is now being 
prepared by the architect/engineer and should be available for 
final review by city agencies this week. It will be important 
to make engineering provisions for any interferences that 
might be encountered with these utilitities with the bridge 
footings. I strongly recommend that constant discussions be 
conducted with the various approving agencies to Insure that 
once the Corps of Engineers has given the project their 
approval the other approvals will fall in line easily. 

If construction on bridge foundations can be Initiated by late 
summer. then careful planning of the vehicular and pedestrian 
circulation patterns should be made so that minimum 
interference is encountered at the foundation work. This is a 
matter that should be addressed by the design team and 
ultimately by the contracting organizations. The Parks 
Department will have a strong interest in this matter, and 
should also be a part of the discuss10ns. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will review the agenda for our next session and 
prepare a meeting outline to be distributed to those 
concerned. 

Ralph J.Stephenson.P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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Project: 
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Aprll 2, 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: March 25, 1985 (working day 314) 

Actions taken: 

Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

Monitored Flint Industrial Village program 

Monitored Buick City phase #2 

Monitored Carriage Town phase .1 PASI design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion project In field 

Briefly Inspected exterior of Industrial Village 
facility 

Briefly Inspected Carriage Town north bridge site 

Water Street Pavilion 

Landlord work Is moving well at the pavilion proper, and 
exterior masonry erection has started at the maintenance and 
concession building. Abutments and supports for the tension 
structure are substantially complete; however, the fabric 
tension structure will not be erected until just before use. 
Apparently all materials are available for It. 

There was a water main break at the site Friday afternoon, 
March 22, 1985 (working day 313). The site was Inundated at 
the north end but has been pumped and Is drying now. 

Tenant work for the first major food tenant. Flgllo·s. has 
started and present plans are to have a soft opening of the 
Pavilion In early June, 1985. The June 27. 1985 (working day 
381) opening Is also scheduled as a soft opening and present 
Indications are that that date will be met. 

There still Is considerable tenant work to be accomplished 
particularly In execution of leases. preparation of tenant 
deSign drawings. obtaining tenant space building permits, and 
the actual construction Itself. 
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There was no additional authentic Information on the methods 
of maintaining security at the tenant areas although 
apparently the tenant coordinator has said that canvas 
protection covers will be available for each of the exposed 
areas. It Is hoped that some of the Water Street pavilion on 
site staff can be at our next meeting to review Interfacing 
with the city on the soft openings In June, 1985. 

The construction fence along Saginaw Is to be moved out to the 
curb line soon which will allow the dropoff area to be paved 
with concrete, the hydrant at the dropoff area to be 
relocated, and tree wells Installed. In all likelihood, 
pedestrian traffic at that point will have to be routed to the 
west side of Saginaw since there Is no pedestrian walk area 
available on the east side at the site. On the matter of 
tenant construction permits. It was again brought out that all 
tenants should check with the county health department since 
food operations constructing new facilities are required to 
have a county health permit. This Is an Important point to 
remember since the time from today. March 25. 1985 (working 
day 314) to the soft opening on June 27. 1985 (working day 
381) Is only 67 working days. The t1me Is growing short for 
administrative processing of work related to tenant spaces and 
attention should be given this matter now. 

There was no additional Information on the south wall 
treatment of the pavilion; however, It Is still the Intent to 
provide the background painting under landlord work, and In 
all likelihood, a separate contract will be awarded for the 
feature logo to be put on this wall. 

Interfaces at the north end with the River Park 1s being 
maintained during construction and as soon as the dividing 
fence Is completely removed, there will be free access from 
and to each site. 

Bids for Ice rink piping are due In tomorrow, and It Is still 
expected that the majority of the work at the skating rink 
will be completed by the June, 1985 opening. The paver 
problems with sub-base construction have been resolved and an 
agreement reached as to the sub-base type. Apparently all 
permtt problems for landlord work at the tension structure, 
the maintenance and concession building, and the main pavilion 
structure have also been resolved. 

Water Street Pavilion earklng deck 

Work is continuing on the deck pile caps and walls. No 
supported floors have been started. but It appears that this 
work will begin In the near future. It is still to be 
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cautioned that construction of parking deck slabs over Brush 
Alley will require shoring and reshorlng In the alley. 
Depending on how far across the alley these structures extend, 
they could Interfere considerably with traffic In Brush 
Alley. There are several factors to be considered in respect 
to Brush Alley traffic Including fire access, store delivery 
access, construction access for tenant space work, and the 
space needed to repave the alley or resurface the existing 
roadway. 

The city's concern here deals with maintenance of easements 
and, to whatever degree the city Is obligated. to provide 
access for public health and safety. Also Important, however, 
Is maintaining the ability to service the Water Street 
Pavilion facility from Its loading areas. This matter 
continues to be one of concern to all Involved on the project, 
and It must be dealt with In the very near future If a proper 
resolution is to be obtained. The matter has been brought to 
everyone's attention, and we will continue discussions at our 
next meeting. 

No detailed schedule of operations for the parking deck was 
available at this session. 

Flint Industrial Villare - Monitored from Issue 12 dated 
February 11. 19S5 (wor Ing day 284) sheet '159 

Work continues on demolition, rough mechanical and electrical 
work, and stud work. About to start Is drywall hanging, 
taping. and sanding. Mechanical work at the industrial space 
Is about 801 commplete. electrical work Is not yet Into full 
production In the field. Stud work Is about 451 complete at 
the Industrial section with drywall to begin March 25. 1985 
(working day 314). Land transfer from the City of Flint to 
Durant Four Is not complete as yet; however, it is expected 
that It will take place by the end of this week. 

Several Items were brought out during this session In respect 
to various construction elements. These are reviewed below at 
random with numbers to allow for easy reference: 

1. Switchgear delivery Is still being held at April 1. 
1985 (working day 319). 

2. A decision has been made to purchase new unit heaters 
No discussion was held on delivery of these Items. 

3. Color schedules for both the office and industrial 
sections have been Issued. 
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4. Elevator shop drawings will be submitted this week. 
They will be reviewed and approved Immediately. 
Delivery Is expected within 20- 25 working days 
after shop drawing approval. 

5. A roofing decision is being made presently. The 
contractor has additional Information from the 
roofer and, In all likelihood, roofing activity 
should be able to start within the next week. 
This matter is becoming very Important,slnce with 
the Initiation of drywall construction 
Interior trades susceptible to weather are being 
installed. As the roof is repaired, patched. and 
the substrate replaced where necessary. this roof 
will have to be opened up to weather from time 
to time. Therefore. It Is Imperative that 
construction of the patched roof be started 
Immediately. 

6. It Is the Intent to apply for and receive a 
partial certificate of occupancy so that the 
industrial section (IS) can be occupied early. 
I suggested a full checklist of elements 
needed to obtain such a partial certificate of 
occupancy be prepared and that It be distributed to 
those in charge of the project for constant 
use. 

7. Toilet rooms at the office space are expected to be 
available so that the unisex toilet stage will not 
be necessary. 

8. Administration of the job and processing of paperwork 
Is being expedited to the greatest degree possible 
by the architect/engineer's representative on the 
job. Although. to date. it appears that that there are 
many Questions to be answered and discussed, the 
method of doing this Is apparently working reasonably 
well. 

9. Tenant improvements to each of the spaces, as necessary, 
will be carried out as the spaces are occupied. 
Most of the space Interiors are very simple with 
little additional tenant work beyond landlord 
work. 
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10. There Is a need to address telephone service to the 
building. A complete review of the phone system Is In 
order. and will be made shortly. 

11. The method of handling the Intersection of the partitions 
at the metal deck was discussed. No resolution on the 
detail as yet. . 

Buick City 

A brief review of the remaining phase II Items Is given below: 

The MBT pole In the Stewart right of way has been 
relocated. 

Slope protection at the Wood Street head wall will 
be completed In late April and early May. 1985. 

The Consumers Power contract has been executed and Is now 
being distributed. 

There Is still no word on the Broadway/Stever 
project start. The program Is now about 84 working 
days past the latest network beginning point which 
would have permitted construction to start by 
March 10, 1986 (working day SS8). The lack of 
a go ahead on this project Is causing construction 
concern In that It Is pushing construction much later 
than desired Into 1986. If any considerable new design 
Is necessary. and If additional hearings are 
required, there Is a possibility that the project may 
not be able to be Initiated In 1986. 

Another consideration here Is that the DPW workload 
Is going to be considerable this summer, and If a 
redeSign Is necessary It Is possible that there may 
be some staffing difficulties encountered. 

Appraisal work for Buick City has started and Is ongoing. The 
Initial efforts will be to appraise. acqulre, and make ready 
for developments the fifteen lots needed for the Leith Street 
area Including clearing and grubbing. This entire process 
must be restudied carefully since present Indications are that 
the decision to release funds for work orders to DPW may not 
be made until after all appraisals are In. At the present 
rate of progress, this could be as late as July 23. 1985 
(working day 398) Including all appraisal reviews and 
analysls. Meanwhile any delay In releasing deSign could defer 
Its start until early winter of 1985 which might hold up start 
of construction work In the field. We discussed several 
alternatives at our meeting. but It was decided. due to the 
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complexity of the matter, that we should redlagram the summary 
plan of action shown on sheet 1152. Issue '4 dated 
February 11. 1985 (working day 284). I suggest that at our 
next meeting the decision making management group be Invited 
as a part of the meeting since the course of action for phase .2 of Buick City Is Important to plot accurately. At present, 
there are various views on how the work might best be done and 
decisions are needed to avoid getting the entire acquisition, 
design, construction operation out of synchronization. 

A further consideration Is that there are some expectations on 
the part of Buick that the Leith Street widening and the Baker 
Street work will be completed In 1985. Under present 
conditions, as of our discussion today, this Is not considered 
to be feasible. Therefore, discussion of the matter Is of 
critical Importance. There are solutions to the problems. but 
they must be addressed at all levels of project management and 
addressed In the very near future. 

Carriage Town 

The Corps of Engineers has made their Initial review and has 
commented on the bridge alignment. Presently a revised set of 
preliminary bridge drawings will be submitted to the Corps on 
March 28, 1985 (working day 317) for final review and approval 
of the overall bridge design. Concurrently the DPW Is 
expected to review the bridge design along with the recently 
submitted utility plans at the south bank. 

Once the Corps of Engineers' review and the DPW review Is 
complete the final contract documents for the bridge will be 
completed and submitted to EDA. the DCD. and the Michigan 
Bureau of History for final review and approval. These 
drawings should be available for this final submittal by 
Aprll 18, 1985 (working day 332). 

Once the EDA, the OeD. DPW, and Michigan Bureau of History 
have reviewed and approved the contract document package all 
final revisions to the entire package will be made. the 
drawings will be printed and Issued, and proposals received. 
Proposals are presently due back by June 5, 1985 (working day 
365) • 

A review will be made of these proposals, the contractor 
selected. and a contract executed. Under this arrangement, 
construction could start about the early part of August, 1985. 
This should give the selected contractor adequate time to get 
footings In and possibly bridge steel up by the end of the 
year. 
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Installation of the PASI work will be starting at a very 
critical time of the year, and it is important that the 
project team give It every attention possible to Insure that 
as much as possible is done prior to the winter of 1986. There 
seem to presently be few, If any. external roadblocks to 
starting the work. 

General 

Mr. Yyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next session and 
distribute It to those concerned. The next meeting is set for 
April 12, 1985 (working day 328). 

Ralph J.Stephenson.P.E. 

RJS:sps 
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Actions taken: 

Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

Monitored Flint Industrial Village program 

Monitored Buick City phases II and '2 

Monitored Carriage Town phase #1 PASI design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion project 

Inspected Industrial Village facility 

Water Street Pavilion 

Landlord work continues in fairly good shape with the major 
exterior concentration now being on the skating rink and the 
maintenance and concession building (Pavilion Park). The 
opening of the facility Is still planned for June 27, 1985 
(working day 381). 53 working days from today. The 
developer~s marketing staff attended the session and outlined 
the events planned for the opening. These are being reviewed 
with various parties In the city responsible for the planning 
of functions in Riverbank Park. It is critical that all 
activities planned be tied together with other events that 
will be In progress at that time. Since the opening is 
relatively close to the July 4, 1985 holiday weekend, care 
must be taken to see that Interferences are kept to a 
minimum. 

Of particular Importance Is obtaining adequate parking prior 
to the opening and perhaps even as much as two weeks ahead. 
Present plans are to move the construction trailers off the 
south site by May 15, 1985 (working day 351) and to complete 
grading and paving this lot for the opening. It should 
provide parking for about 330 automobiles. 

The marketing people for the Pavilion are meeting on a regular 
basis with other organizations such as the Hyatt and Auto 
World staff so work on each of these can be knit together as 
patronage at the facilities Increases. It Is estimated that 
parking needs for the opening and for some time after the 
opening will be considerably more than Is apparently available 
now. Thus, a search Is on for extra parking spaces. There Is 
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some possibility that early facilities might be available at 
the parking deck now under construction although this will not 
be for some time yet. It may be necessary to operate shuttle 
buses to remote lots If the patronage Is high enough to 
warrant this. 

So far as tenant work Is concerned, we discussed this In some 
detail Insofar as It Involved the city. The city Involvement 
Is primarily In the matter of Issuing permits. To date only 
one permit has been Issued. This Is a partial permit for the 
food tenant, Figlio, for whom work Is now under way. Again, 
It should be emphasized that the review and issuance of 
permits could be time consuming particularly If many are 
submitted for concurrently. Thus, permit applications should 
be spread out over a graded period of time. Also. It should be 
kept In mind that for food operations it will be necessary to 
obtain approval and possible permits from the county health 
department. These also are time consuming. particularly with 
the short staff available In most of the permit offices to 
process applications. 

At the exterior of the building, these are several 
considerations to be kept In mind. Of prime Importance is to 
Insure that smooth traffic flow around the facility Is 
properly maintained. The major problems that may occur during 
and subsequent to opening deal with possible reductions In 
thoroughfare widths at Saginaw, Kearsley. New Union (at the 
north end of the parking deck) and later, on Harrison. 
Although these would be temporary restrictions they could 
cause some serious traffic congestion In the vicinity of the 
Water Street Pavilion and reduce the Impact desired during the 
opening weeks of the Center. 

Contributing to a potential problem Is the need to construct 
the cantilever decks for the parking deck over the Brush Alley 
area. This matter has been discussed previously. and today we 
had present at the meeting the parking deck contractor and the 
superintendent for this contractor on the project. It appears 
presently that form work will be In the Brush Alley area for 
these cantilever decks from middle or late May. 1985 on 
through to possibly the end of August, 1985. In addition, It 
will be necessary to use Brush Alley after that for erection 
of masonry and precast at the alley side of the parking deck. 
Thus. it can be expected that there will be construction 
shoring or a flow of construction traffic In Brush Alley from 
now until possibly late November, 1985. This matter must be 
reviewed in great detail and where required solutions-rDUnd 
and implemented that will permit the alley to be used as a 
proper service facility. Alternatives are to service the 
Water Street Pavilion ongoing operation as well as the tenant 
construction operation from one or more of the other sides of 
the facility. On Saginaw Street the only area of availability 
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· pl.ArfAt;c~l6~h operations Is the drop off area whlc"oNf~7i>'116nned for 
customer use primarily. Thus, if any other use such as for 
construction or ongoing deliveries Is made of the Saginaw 
Street areas, there are probably going to be disruptions to 
Saginaw traffic flow. 

Another point made by the parking deck contractor at our 
session was that in order to reach the far edges of the 
parking deck during construction, a very large capacity crane 
may be needed, based in Harrison. Harrison Is a four-lane 
thoroughfare heavily used particularly during rush hour 
traffic and providing a major connection from south to north. 
The hoisting equipment being proposed could require as many as 
three lanes to be blocked on Harrison. It was pointed out to 
the contractor that this would be literally impossible to 
allow and that careful planning for the actual amount of 
reduction in the Harrison Street right-of-way on a temporary 
basis must be reviewed very early. He will get together with 
the DPW traffic department to resolve the needs and 
requirements. 

It can be seen from the above that the potential for difficult 
traffic Interferences at the site are considerable and must be 
given early and continuous attention. The owner's and 
developer's construction representative is aware of the 
problems and said that he would have a full plan of operation 
for resolving these difficulties by Friday. April 19, 1985 
(working day 333). It was urged that he meet Immediately with 
the parking deck contractor, however, to see if the problems 
could not be addressed earlier and a quicker selection of a 
course of action to be followed made. 

Water Street Pavilion earking deck 

Foundation work is nearly complete and from our Inspection of 
the job today it appears that the form contractor Is beginning 
to deliver form tables (slab form work) to the job. Thus. 
supported deck forming should be able to start soon. As noted 
above. the matter of Interferences in Brush Alley with 
construction and merchandising operations of Water Street 
Pavilion expected from form work at the overhang at Brush 
Alley on the parking deck are being addressed now by key 
management parties. 

flint Industrial Vii lase 

Our discussion today indicated that the job. within the scope 
of work defined. is running reasonably well with full 
expectation presently that target compl~tlon dates will be 
met. These target completions at present are June 15. 1985 
(working day 373) for the industrial area and July 15. 1985 
(working day 392) for the office area remodeling. 
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· PLAN~9,~~JrJlg the po I nts descrl bed in Mon i tori ng ~ipll¥t50j~ 97 on 
pages 3, 4, and 5 below Is a brief review of each: 

1. There Is no current word on whether switchgear Is on 
the job or not; this matter will be checked. 

2. The new unit heaters were purchased and have been 
delivered to the job site. Many are installed. 

3. No problem currently with color schedules. 

4. Elevator shaft work will start Monday. April 15. 1985 
(working day 329). The floor slab on grade has been 
broken out and the excavation for the pit has been 
completed. Delivery of the elevator is expected by 
May 20, 1985 (working day 352). 

5. The office area was re-roofed and roofing patches made 
on the selected areas at the industrial section. The 
building is now relatively water tight. 

6. It Is still the Intent to apply for a partial 
certificate of occupancy at the Industrial section 
(IS). The checklist discussed at our previous 
session has not yet been prepared. Again, It would 
be wise to prepare this checklist and confirm it 
with the city to insure there is no holdup in 
obtaining the partial certificate of occupancy. 

7. The toilet room situation has been resolved in that 
the office building toilet room will be available 
for the early opening. If circumstances prevent this 
then the single toilet room In the Industrial section 
can be equipped with a door lock to make it a unisex 
bathroom. 

8. The architect/engineer and the contractor appear to be 
working well together with inspection help three days 
a week serving to provide prompt answers to questions. 

9. The tenant improvements were discussed briefly and again 
the owners reminded that the tenant Improvement 
construction, if It involved structural changes or 
substantial revisions to the space, would have to be 
submitted on drawings to the city for permits. This is 
quite important and should be gtven careful attention 
now since the time for early occupancy on June 15, 1985 
(working day 373) is growing near. 
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10. Telephone service will be reviewed with the contractor 
by Michigan Bell Telephone in the very near future. 
A field inspection is slated for next week. 

11. The architect is presently addressing the matter of 
sealing the space at the intersection of partitions 
and the metal deck roof. 

Within the Industrial space the drywall will be complete by 
the end of next week. Doors are due April 19. 1985 (working 
day 333) and wall painting is starting in the IS areas. 
Ceiling painting is 85S complete at the the industrial space. 

At our meeting there was some discussion of how the contractor 
was to bill for stored materials. This matter was reviewed In 
detail and should be clarified just as quickly as possible. 

Buick City 

A brief review of remaining phase II items is given below: 

Slope protection at the Wood Street head wall will be 
installed as soon as the Flint River level drops so 
access can be maintained to the outfall. 

The Consumers Power payment has been given to Consumers 
and this matter is now clear. 

The Broadway/Stever project work was authorized by the 
city just recently and work will now be Initiated 
on the program. with a meeting to be arranged with 
the Michigan Department of Transportation. Present 
Indications are that this project will probably move 
into construction next year In late spring or early 
summer and be complete by late fall or early winter. 

Consumers Power and Michigan Bel) Telephon have 8 fair 
amount of work to do In the Broadway/Stever project 
area and as soon as a design Is fixed proposals will 
be provided by the utility companies. I will update 
the small network model for th~ Broadway/Stever project 
design work and issue It at our next session or 
earlier. 

For phase *2 work. appraisals are presently befng made at the 
Leith Street and Baker Street program areas. These are being 
sent to the reviewing appraisers for approval of the estimated 
property costs. All further PASI deSign work will be held 
until the appraisals are made and approved. Thus. engineering 
on the PASt program for phase 12 will probably not start until 
fall. 1985. Buick has been told that this work will be done 
In phase 12 next year (1986) and are aware of the present 
proposed schedule. 
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·PLAy.Oaw~ not able to complete redlagrammlng the phase 12 
summary operation at this session, but will concentrate on it 
at our next meeting. It Is Important that we do get a 
satisfactory plan of action established so that the program 
can be predicated with greater certainty than is presently the 
case. 

There is, on this phase 12 work, what we call a critical 
transition point where the work emphases will shift from the 
public area site improvements (PASI) design and Installation 
to design and construction of occupant space. We are rapidly 
approaching this transition pOint. and I recommend strongly 
that those members of the DeD project team for Buick City that 
are responsible for the sale. design, and construction of the 
improvements to phase 12 areas begin attending our sessions on 
a regular baSis. Mr. Ursuy will talk to those in charge of the 
development phase and arrange to have them at the appropriate 
planning session. Before closing our discussion of the field 
work on phase II and 12 it was also mentioned that the matter 
of utility interferences at the Industrial Street loading 
areas being built by Buick still must be addressed. We should 
review the status of these at our next session. 

The corridors for phase 12 were reviewed In some detail at 
this session and their descriptions will be updated and 
available for our next meeting. There still remain work on 
elements of phase II corridors, and both phase II and phase 12 
work yet to be done is listed below in summary: 

22.01 - install storm sewer in Dartmouth (now corridor 
lSI) 

24 - install 24" water main in Saginaw. Leith to 
Hamilton (now corridor 152) 

28 - complete resurfacing Leith from Industrial to 
North 

28.01 - widen Leith from North to Saginaw 

29 - construct berms and install phase '1 landscaping 

31 - construct Broadway/Stever one way pair 

33 - install wearing surface on North from Leith to 
Hamilton 

34 - install asphalt wearing course on Stewart from 
Andrews to North Saginaw 

37 - clear and grub phase 12 areas 
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40 - relocate phase .2 occupants 

41 - demolish phase .2 structures 

42 - widen Leith from North to Saginaw 

44 - widen Baker Street 

46 - resurface Newall Street 
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47 - refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith to 
Hamilton 

48 - vacate Parkland, Old Taylor. and the alley 

49 - Consumers Power remove or relocate utilities 

50 - MBT remove or relocate utilities 

51 - Install storm sewer in Dartmouth (was 22.01) 

52 - Install 24" water main In Saginaw, Leith to 
Hamilton (was 24) 

53 - construct cul-de-sac at various roads In phase .2 work 

We shall address each of these corridors In turn during our 
diagramming work for phase #2. 

Carriage Town 

The Corps of Engineers has provided a preliminary review of 
the plan and apparently commented favorably upon the locaion 
of the bridge and its abutments. Discussions have been held 
with the city engineering staff and a decision on the 
alignment has been made. Presently the bridge contract 
documents are being revised and will be completed, ready for 
submittal to the formal approving agencies by April 29, 1985 
(working day 339). At that point the documents will be 
reviewed by EDA, DCD, the DPW, the Michigan Bureau of History. 
and the Corps of Engineers. The final review should be ready 
for return to the city by May 10, 1985 (working day 348). Two 
days will be required to revise the contract documents and 
three days to print and Issue these for proposals. Fifteen 
working days Is to be allowed for preparation and submission 
of proposals, which brings these to the city by June 10, 1985 
(working day 368). Selection of contractors and execution of 
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'PLA~h~A~8~tract and Issuance of a notice to proceed should be 
complete by July 12, 1985 (working day 391). Construction 
should be able to begin on the project July 25, 1985 (working 
day 400). This will allow the project to proceed through most 
of the weather sensitive work by winter time. 

It Is Important that the work proceeding now be given careful, 
continuous attention to Insure that the narrow window for good 
weather construction Is hit. The late July, 1985 start makes 
malnteance of a rigorously controlled field operation by the 
contractor essential, since the time to colder weather Is very 
short. We shall discuss this In more detail as the project 
proceeds toward solicitation and proposals for field work. 

There Is another matter that must be reviewed In some detail, 
and that Is the disposition of the area formally to be used 
for hard surface parking. There must be some changes to this 
design and these changes are now under consideration by the 
architect/engineer and the DCD. We should plan to review the 
Impact of this matter on job progress at our next session. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will review the desired agenda with the va~lous 
parties Involved for our next session and Issue It to those 
concerned. Of particular Importance Is to focus on the 
Interfacing of the Water Street Pavilion project with the 
surrounding areas during the period of the opening 
festivities. This matter should be given careful attention at 
each of our sessions from now through the opening. 

Ralph J.Stephenson.P.E. 

RJS:sps 
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Date of Monitoring: April 25, 1985 (working day 337) 

Actions taken: 

- Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

- Monitored Flint Industrial Village program 

- Monitored Buick City phases '1 and 12 

- Monitored Carriage Town phase '1 PASI design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion project 

Inspected Industrial Village facility 

Water Street Pavilion 

The landlord portion of the project Is still moving well with 
work proceeding on the skating rink and maintenance and 
concession building. There Is a gala affair planned for 
June 22. 1985 (working day 378) at which a sizable evening 
party will be held at the site. For this affair, It would be 
desirable to have as much parking available as possible. At 
present, plans for the south parking areas are being revised 
and construction Is being held. These revised plans are to be 
available Monday, April 29, 1985 (working day 339) and It 
expected that they will be submitted to the planning 
commission for the commission meeting on May 14, 1985 (working 
day 350). Meanwhile, It Is possible that a portion of the 
parking Improvements could be constucted now but the extent to 
which this could be done Is not fully determined as yet. The 
Investigation of parking Is ongoing since estimates are that 
from 300 to 400 spaces will be needed during the opening 
festivities. 

Many of the staff members of the Water Street Pavilion 
attended this meeting. and it was emphasized with all 
concerned how Important a knitting together of the activities 
In downtown Flint will be during the opening of Water Street 
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Pavilion. Apparently some staff changes are anticipated among 
those who are most familiar with the downtown summer schedule. 
This makes It Imperative that Intense. early attention be 
given to the planning so advantage can be taken of the 
knowledge of those who are leaving. 

StilI of serious concern Is the access to the project during 
construction of the parking deck. A plan of the conditions 
that are expected to exist was submitted at this meeting and 
was reviewed briefly by the contractor's field personnel. 
However, It does not appear there Is full agreement on this 
plan dated April 19. 1985 (working day 333), and I urge 
everyone concerned to again discuss this matter In depth to 
determine how the main pavilion building Is to receive and 
ship materials during work construction and work operation. 
It was recommended at the session to consider providing 
temporary access at the south end of the project. This 
suggestion has been made several times by various parties and 
Is being reviewed. Although there are shortcomings to It. ft 
does appear to be a solution worthy of serious consideration. 

We also discussed the progress of tenant work particularly In 
respect to the city's role In the project. It will be 
necessary for tenants to obtain building permits prior to 
starting construction work In the field. In addition the food 
operations will have to obtain a county health permit. As of 
our meeting date, April 25, 1985 (working day 337) one partial 
permit had been Issued by the city, one full permit has been 
Issued. and one Is presently being reviewed. There are 
anticipated nearly 46 separate tenants who will need permits 
for construction of early spaces. At present. there Is a 
formal opening plan for June 27, 1985 (working day 381). From 
April 25. 1985 (working day 337) to the opening date there 
remain only 46 working days. This Is a very tight window Into 
which the amount of construction expected Is to be 
compressed. Very serious attention Is being given this matter 
by all levels of management at the pavilion. the DDA, and 
those city agenCies that might be able to help. 

Due to the critical nature of the various problems that are 
befng Identified as we near opening. I recommended to the 
Water Street Pavilion management that they Identify every 
problem presently outstanding that must be resolved. These 
should be Incorporated Into a detailed checklist, and each 
matter should be assigned a priority. Next. specific 
aSSignment of responsibility for resolving that problem should 
be made to an Individual so that every item that must be 
accomplished Is accounted for and assigned to some individual 
capable of bringing the problem to solution. 
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So far as the city Is concerned the major concern! they have 
deal with traffic and other physical conditions In the 
surrounding area from the opening on. At present, It appears 
that with the problem outstanding with access to the facility, 
there Is a potential for some serious congestion on Saginaw 
Street. Kearsley, Harrison. and certainly In new Union 
adjoining the present state office building. It also should 
be noted that under the present construction sequencing that 
resurfacing old Brush Alley will be difficult until late this 
fall or possibly even Into 1986. 

Also to be noted Is that there are several utility lines under 
this alley that are very critical to proper functioning of the 
downtown utility network. Care should be taken not to damage 
these due to the difficulty In any repair work that might be 
needed at this location. Full Information on these utilities 
Is available to those who would like to check out their 
location. 

It Is urged that representatives of the DDA, the Water Street 
Pavilion, and the garage contractor meet in the verI near 
future to resolve the difficulties that appear to b on the 
Horizon for traffic access to the pavilion. This has been 
recommended to all parties repeatedly and Is something that 
should be accomplished now. 

One other problem has arisen that may complicate the project. 
This Is the strike of teamsters which has stopped In city 
delivery of concrete. There Is no current word on whether this 
will be a short or long strike, but meanwhile It Is 
restraining concrete work at both the pavilion and the parking 
deck. There Is considerable flat work yet to be Installed at 
the concession and skating rink area. Therefore, some 
consideration should be given to what might happen If concrete 
surfaces are not able to be placed in time for the opening 
celebration. The strike environment is not totally clear as 
yet. and although the stoppage may end early and allow this 
work to be done In May and early June, there Is no present 
assurance that this will happen. 

Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

Most of the Items that relate to the deck relationship with 
the Water Street Pavilion have been discussed above. Presently 
work Is proceeding on filling and fine grading the Interior of 
the deck and form work Is being Installed for early concrete 
floor pours. Once a production activity Is Initiated, It Is 
expected that deck forming will proceed at a very rapid pace. 
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There Is. of course. the present concrete driver's strike 
which will hold up placement of any concrete. but If this Is 
settled early, the concrete frame Is expected to move on up 
rapidly. There will be a need for some heavy hoisting 
equipment to be placed In Harrison, and negotiations are 
presently In work with the city to obtain space In this 
right-of-way. 

It was noted again by the contractor that they will need 
access to Brush Alley during construction for various kinds of 
construction equipment. Access will be essential according to 
the contractors if they are to maintain their present 
schedule. It should be emphasized that there seems to be no 
general approval of the contractor on the access scheme 
suggested In the marked up drawing of April 19,1985 (working 
day 333). If this Is the case. then again, an alternate scheme 
should be evolved, If appropriate. and Instituted In the very 
near future. Our next meeting In Flint Is May 13, 1985 
(working day 349). We shall continue to follow that matter at 
that session. 

Flint Industrial Viliape 

Work apparently continues to move well with the contractor 
still holding completion targets for the Industrial space at 
June 15. 1985 (working day 373) and for the office space July 
15, 1985 (working day 392). An Inspection of the facility 
shows that drywall Is nearing completion and wall painting Is 
ready to start. Painting of overhead areas Is nearly 
complete. Light fixtures are on the job, switchgear Is on the 
job, and overall the program seems to be moving quite well. 
there Is some delay presently being experienced in pouring out 
the elevator pit due to the concrete driver's strike. However, 
this pit Is formed and ready for concrete whenever It becomes 
avallable. 

A brief review of the points described In Monitoring Report 
.197 on pages 3. 4, and 5 Is given below: 

I. Switchgear Is on the job and being installed. 

2. Nearly all new unit heaters are installed. 

3. No problems currently exist with color schedules. 

4. Elevator foundation Is In. the pit walls are formed, 
and waiting for concrete. These are being delayed 
by driver's strikes. 
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5. Roofing work on the office and Industrial areas is 
substantially complete. 

6. The checking of Items needed for the partial certificate 
of occupancy Is being handled by the superintendent 
and the building tnspectlons staff. They 
apparently have this Items well under control. 

7. Toilet rooms will be available for opening whether 
unisex or regular. 

8. The archttect/engineer and the contractor appear to be 
continuing to work well. 

g. Tenant Improvements to various areas will be nominal. 
It was again stressed that If there are any structural. 
mechanical. or electrical substantive changes to the 
space that permits will be needed. 

10. No progress has been made on Installation of the revised 
telephone service. This matter Is being studied by 
the parties Involved. 

11. Ceiling space at the intersections of partitions and the 
metal deck Is being done by a flresaflng materlaJ. 
It Is apparently satisfactory. 

12. The matter of billing for stored materials Is resolved 
to everyone's satisfaction. 

It was suggested that we meet once more at our next session to 
confirm that the project is going to be able to meet Its 
present target deadline. Subsequent to that we probably can 
drop the review from our agenda. However. I shall continue to 
field Inspect the project as may be appropriate. 

!,ulck City 

Appraisal and land acquisition Is concentrating on the Leith 
Street and Baker Street areas. with acquisition to start about 
May 1. 1985 •. The city Is having some difficulty with bringing 
appraisers on board to complete the appraisal work for phase 
12, but this matter Is being worked on on an ongoing basis. 
Our major work activity today was to conduct comprehensive 
discussions of the phase .2 work and to redlagram whatever 
activities are necessary to incorporate Into the plan. We had 
done an earlier diagram of phase '2 work on sheets 1152 and 
'153, Issue '4, dated February 11. 1985 (working day 284). As 
we discussed the phase 12 work today. we made efforts to 
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determine if this network was still appropriate. In general It 
Is. but we will add to It the additional Items that were 
discussed in our meeting today or those that have not yet been 
diagrammed. 

Mr. Ursuy asked that the corridor analysis be updated as soon 
as possible. and I shall work on that In the very near 
future. Meanwhile. we added several corridors to the list 
identified on pages '6 and 17 of Monitoring Report '199. For 
ease of review, the full number set Is duplicated below. Note 
that corridors 22.01 and 24.00 have been removed and replaced 
by their new designations - 51.00 and 52.00 respectively. 

- 28.00 - Phase '1 - Complete resurfacing Leith from 
Industrial to North 

- 28.01 - Phase '2 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw 

- 29.00 - Phase 'I - Construct berms and Install 
phase II landscaping 

- 31.00 - Phase '2 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way 
pair 

- 33.00 - phase II - Install wearing surface on North 
from Leith to Hamilton 

- 34.00 - Phase .1 - Install asphalt wearing course on 
Stewart from Andrews to North Saginaw 

- 37.00 - Phase 12 - Clear and grub phase 12 areas 

- 39.00 - Phase 12 - Acquire phase phase 12 properties 

- 40.00 - Phase '2 - Relocate phase .2 occupants 

- 41.00 - Phase 12 - Demolish phase .2 structures 

- 42.00 - Phase '2 - Widen telth from North to Saginaw 

- 44.00 - Phase 12 - Widen Baker Street 

- 46.00 - Phase '2 - Resurface Newall Street 

- 47.00 - Phase '2 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from 
Leith to Hamilton 

- 48.00 - Phase '2 - Vacate Parkland, Old Taylor, and 
the alley 
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- 49.00 - Phase '2 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities 

- 50.00 - Phase 12 - MBT remove or relocate utilities 

- 51.00 - Phase 12 - Install storm sewer In Darmouth 

- 52.00 - Phase 12 - Install 24" water main in Saginaw, 
Leith to Hamilton 

53.00 - Phase 12 - construct cul-de-sacs at various roads 
in phase 12 work (location to depend upon redevelopment 
plans) 

54.00 - Phase '2 - Planning CommisSion review and approve 
street vacations 

- 55.00 Phase '2 - Planning Commission and ctty council 
review and approve redevelopment parcels 

56.00 Phase '2 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees 

- 57.00 Phase '2 - Construct berms and Install phase '2 
landscaping 

- 58.00 - Phase '2 - Relocate civil defense siren on 
Saginaw 

We also reviewed the Broadway/Stever project. and It appears 
that the go ahead has been given to meet with the state to 
discuss a future course of action. This meeting is to be held 
on April 30, 1985 (working day 340). Following that. active 
work on the project can be initiated. Presently the lag over 
the Issue '1 network model dated ~anuary. 1985 appears to be 
about 60 vorklng days. This puts the potential start of 
construction in early ~une, 1986. This Is stilI adequate time 
to finish the program within good weather. However. the 
constant erosion of time on this program Is serious and 
definite steps should be taken Immediately to Initiate the 
work necessary for construction If It is desired to finish the 
work In 1986. 

At our next session we shall again address the planning of 
phase 12 work and Identification of conditions surrounding 
each of the corridors. 
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The final contract documents will be issued for review and 
approval May 1. 1985 (working day 341). These will be provided 
to the EOA. the OCO, the OPW. the Michigan Bureau of History 
and the Corps of Engineers for each agency's Sign off. It Is 
expected that this sign off could be in hand by May 15. 1985 
(working day 351) which would give a start of construction In 
late July, 1985. This is further into the year than had been 
originally been desired. and it Is going to be necessary to 
gtve the project special attention to assure that It does not 
slip further. We should make a full review of the project at 
our next seSSion since the final drawings sets should be In 
the hands of those reviewing It and some response should have 
been obtained to Indicate when the full drawings can be 
Issued. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan is preparing an agenda for our next session on May 
13, 1985 (working day 349). This will be forwarded to those 
concerned. It will be Important for the contractor on the 
parking deck at Water Street Pavilion. and I suggest a speCial 
announcement be sent to him. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,P.E. 

RJS:SpS 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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"IY 5. 1985 

Re: Relnstltutlon of executiYe session for review 0' 
critical planning issues 

Oelr Mr. Collard: 

So •• tl •• ago WI had I prlctlce of holding short hal'-hour 
•• ecutlve discussions prior to the M.ln business .eetlng at 
our regular Flint downtown developaent sessions. Thes. 
e.acutlve discussions 10r.ed a blse 'roM which high leyel and 
o,ten confldenttal a.terlll could be reviewed with the top 
.anlge •• nt of tbe ctty technical staffs without exposure to 
tbe regular attend.es. It .ade tt possible to review tbis 
.aterla1 tn detail and th.n to Incorporate Important points 
Into the dlY's discussion .5 s •••• d desirable .nd necessary. 

Due to the Impact of recent prograMS In Flint, which could 
Rive benefited frOM such executive attention. 1 reco ••• nd we 
consider relctlYating these briefing sessions either at the 
start or end of the regular Flint downtown deyelop.ent 
••• tlngs being held approxl.ately every two we.ks. 

This reco •• endltlon has been given. great deal of thought by 
.I t Ind I fe.l that It Is deSirable at lelst 'or a period of 
tl.e. to once again bring certain It ••• that co.e before us 
In the regular planning .eetlngs to thl .ttentlon of key 
depart •• nt hlads Ind uppe~ .anage •• nt 0' tbe city. 

It would 11so be WIll for the group to whom this lett.r Is 
.ddrassed to consider Inviting so.eone fro. the •• yor's staff 
to these s.,slons. 
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Our aext r.gullr ••• tlng Is on Mil 13, 1985. Ind I shall 
discuss this Matter then In More 4.pth with Mr. VlvYln who Is 
., prl.e city contact. If anI of IOU would car. to get In 
touch with .e directly on this .atter or would like to attend 
the next •• etlng with the Idea In mind of gaining a better 
'llvor for Whit Is being done at our sessions, lour presence 
Is 11.11S •• lco... Thank IOU for Jour conslderattoR. 

Slneerel,. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,'.E. 

RJS:SpS 
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May 17. 1985 

Date of Monitoring: May 13, 1985 (working day 349) 

Actions taken: _,.......,;--.. ....... .;.;;.;.;..;;;..,;;,0..;.. 

- Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

- Monitored Flint Industrial Village program 

- Monitored Buick City phases 11 and '2 

- Monitored Carriage Town phase .1 design work 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion project 

Water Street 'Pavilion 

Landlord work Is being completed. and Is to a pOint where 
tenant work can proceed without any major Interference. Tenant 
work has continued somewhat sporadically over the past three 
weeks, and there Is some active construction In process. 
Fifteen tenant building permits have been applied for. thirteen 
have been Issued. one of these a partial and two are to be 
Issued by May 14, 1985 (working day 360). 

It was hoped that 46 tenants would be available for opening so 
this leaves another 31 permits to be obtained and all spaces 
to be constructed If the Pavilion Is to open with a relatively 
fuJI co_pl •• ent of tenant stores. Again, because of the 
s1~afflng problems In providing proper review and approval on 
permits, It Is urged that the applications be submitted for as 
aany tenant stores as quickly as possible. Apparently county 
health department approvals are being gained as the permits are 
being Issued. 

Ttlere was no current Information on which tenants were to be 
opened by the gala affair for June 22. 1985 (working day 378) 
or for the main opening on June 27. 1985 (working day 381). 
However, there Is going to have to be much work done for the 
center to be In the kind of condition that obviously Is desired 
for It by June 22. 1985 (working day 378). 
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Parking Is still I problem. and It Is expected that on the 
planning commission meeting May 14, 1985 (working day 350) an 
approval will be given for completion of the south parking lot. 
Some flat work concrete Is being installed at this area, but 
main work apparently is being held until approval is received. 
In addition, the construction trailers presently occupying the 
north end of the south parking site, must be moved in the very 
near future. 

Concrete work at the Pavilion Park area Is in progress. The 
teamsters strike against concrete ready mix companies lasted 
about one week and did disrupt activities temporarily. 
However, full work has now resumed on concrete, and work on the 
pavilion paving is In progress. 

The tension structure steel is to start up In the near future, 
but the actual meshing of this work with the concrete slab 
Installation below was not discussed at our session today. 
However, Indications are that the superstructure of the tension 
building will be erected within the next five to ten working 
days. Careful meshing of concrete slab work with this erection 
will be essential to permit proper hoisting and setting of the 
tension structure, structural steel, and fabric. 

Representatives of the developer's staff and the operating 
group of the pavilion were present at our meeting, and said 
the cooperation and interrelationship of planning for the 
opening with other events gOing on in downtown Flint Is being 
accommodated and taken care of. They also said that the City 
of Flint has been extremely cooperative In helping expedite 
Installation of tenant work and complete the remaining building 
work. 

The contractor for the parking deck was at the meeting, and a 
major discussion was again held about access at the Brush Alley 
area for both tenant deliveries and construction traffic for 
the remaining tenant work once opening day has passed. There 
was a second scheme presented today as an alternative to the 
plan dated April 19, 1985 (working day 333). In this 
alternative a small loading space would be provided at both the 
north and south ends of Brush Alley with truck parking 
available at a very limited area near the south end. Trucks 
would be put in waiting queues on Harrison Street as required. 
This traffic situation would be difficult to accommodate and 
the suggestion was again made that the area at the south be 
used to a greater extent for Internal site truck and service 
traffic circulation with loading to be done within the south 
area vacant property. Representatives of the Water Street 
Pavilion said that this scheme would be again reviewed and 
discussed with a deCision to be made In the very near future. 
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The parking deck contractor pointed out yery strongly that 
Brush Alley must be kept ayallable for construction traffic 
particularly hoisting and access for the full time of 
construction of that portion of the deck. This need Is expected 
to extend through until November, 1985. 

Again, the operators of Water Street Pavilion have stressed 
their desire to cooperate with all concerned, and they will 
provide I traffic dock marshall to control the traffic. There 
Is no accurate traffic count on how many vehicles might be 
expected to use the loading and unloading facilities each day 
but It could be IS many as 20, 30, or possibly more. This 
density of traffic will have to be carefully regulated since 
presumably much of It will come at certain times of the day. 
Again, the Water Street Pavilion staff will review In detail 
the suggestions brought out at this session to see If some 
satisfactory solution can be found. This Is a very Important 
Item and continues to be given high priority attention. 

In addition, the fire department representative stressed a need 
for emergency vehicle access to the project. Discussions about 
this Ire ongoing and will be conducted with the fire department 
by Water Street Pavilion operating staff. A fire lane will 
probably have to be maintained through Brush Alley. This Is 
also being worked out with the staff. 

~ter Street Pavilion parking deck 

As noted above, the problem of limited traffic In Brush Alley 
Is still being addressed by all parties. 

At the deck proper, two supported floors haye been poured out, 
and work Is proceeding well on lower slabs on grade and 
construction of the lower level walls Is nearly complete. There 
were no projections of end dates at our session today, and we 
will review the project carefully as work proceeds to maintain 
a view of target occupancy dates expected. 

Fltnt Industrial Village 

The Industrial section (IS) of the project mar be complete by 
the end of May. 1985 with the office area (OA) target now being 
set for early July, 1985. Most of the points described In 
Monitoring Report '197 through '200 have been cleared, and 
there Is no major difficulty apparent at present with any of 
these Itells. 

It has been tentatively decided that the toilet rooms will be 
unisex toilet rooms but this poses no problem to completion. 
There Is some difficulty with the telephone system, and the 
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owner Is working directly with the phone company and Its 
consultants to devise a system for the facility that will be 
acceptable to all. Installation of phone and phone conduit 
should be done early enough so It does not damage the Integrity 
of the various spaces nor the finishes that have been applied. 

Tbe next phase of the work consists of renovating the exterior 
skin of the building and also Installing and Improving the 
parking facilities available. This work will not delay 
completion of phase '1 work for the Industrial section and the 
office area. Because some of this skin work will be weather 
sensitive. It Is Important to get It under way prior to the 
onset of colder weather. This matter Is being addressed 
presently by the owner and the architect/engineer. 

Apparently leasing of space Is going reasonably well with 
several commitments already In hand and the prospect good of 
having many of the spaces filled shortly after the completion 
of the Industrial section. 

At the office area. the elevator pit has been poured out and 
some shaft walls erected. Delivery of the elevator Is 
antiCipated within the next two weeks although there was no 
assurance that this would be the case. I suggest a careful 
check by made on elevator delivery to Insure It Is going to be 
on the job. The elevator supplier has been at the project 
reviewing the field conditions and making field observations. 

So far as security systems are concerned. there was no current 
word. but It Is likely that the owner will use a card opener 
system for the main gate and the same card system for the main 
door of the Industrial section building. This matter should be 
addressed soon If security Is to be provided as soon as the 
project Is occupied. 

Since the project Is well along and apparently moving to the 
satisfaction of the owner and others, we will not review this 
program at subsequent sessions unless there Is special request 
for a discussion on the job. 

!~Ick City 

The main work on Buick City phase 12 Is now concentrated on 
completing appraisals. particularly between Leith and Baker. 
It Is anticipated these appraisals will be available by 
mid-September. 1985. At present, appraisal reviews are complete 
for the Leith Street to Baker Street acquisition, and actual 
acquisition will start May 14, 1985 (working day 350). 
According to our Issue '4 network model sheet '152 dated 
February 11. 1985 (working day 284) this acquisition was due to 
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hive begun no later than March 19, 1985 (working day 310). 
Thus, the current lag there Is about 40 working days. All 
appraisers have now been retained and will be working on a 
concentrated basis generally In the direction as set by the DPW 
and the OeD. We discussed this matter at our meeting, and a 
pOint was brought up that there was some concern that Buick 
expects the Leith Street widening and the Baker Street 
Improvements to be completed by fall, 1985 when the plant 
reopens and the parking areas are being used to their full 
design capabilities. A smooth flow of traffic Is essential In 
order to make shift changes quickly and safely. Without the 
Baker and Leith Street Improvements, traffic flow could be 
sOMewhat congested since the only major unrestricted access 
route would be south on North to Hamilton and out on Hamilton. 

A decision Is presently In effect that no work orders for 
design funding In DPW are to be Issued until after all 
appraisals are In. Present plans are to have these appraisals 
complete by late November, 1985 which means that design work 
probably will begin In December, 1985. Thus, we are now 
looking at construction of Leith and Saker In 1986 as opposed 
to 1985 as had been planned. This matter should be reviewed 
carefully by the DPW and the DeD for validity. It was not 
clear whether or not GM has been made fully aware of the 
revised schedule. Apparently there are some differences of 
opinion as to the extent of knowledge GM has of present target 
completion dates. It would be well to check this once again 
with all concerned. 

The Broadway/Stever project Is now being reviewed, and it Is 
expected that the state will release funds for acquisition by 
September 3, 1985 (working day 427). This puts the start of 
construction about one year later In September, 1986. Thus, It 
is possible that completion of the Broadway/Stever one way pair 
might not be fully realized until early 1987. This is another 
matter In phase '2 that should be reviewed with all parties 
concerned since the Broadway/Stever project has been a very 
IMportant and critical element of the total plan. 

Phase .2 corridor data has been assembled, and the first Issue 
dated May 12, 1985 (working day 349) was discussed at our 
meeting Ind will be used as a basis for future planning. I will 
update this corridor data matrix and provide It to Mr. Vyvyan 
for distribution prior to our next session. It should be noted 
for those who have not used the material previously that dates 
are given In the following format - year/month/day of month. 
This Is done for sorting and analytical reasons. 

In addition, Mr. Ursuy Is preparing a Buick City Implementation 
schedule for phase '2 In which he will address the Items with 
additional Information provided. 
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It might be mentioned that there Is a possibility of some 
redesign necessary on the Broadway/Stever program. Since that 
program depends to a large extent upon proper land acqulsiton. 
the redesign must be studied early and carefully to insure that 
land acquisition can proceed without delay once funding is 
agreed to in early September, 1985. 

Carriage Town 

The Internal area design for the Carriage Town Square area has 
been reviewed by the city administration. and they requested a 
restudy of the area to provide better multi-use space 
utilization. These restudies are presently being prepared. 
although there Is no current word on when they might be 
available. This redesign Is not expected to affect the design 
of the bridge over the Flint River. However. the working 
drawings on the bridge will not be released until working 
drawings are completed for redesign of the square. 
Construction is now expected to get under about August 26. 1985 
(working day 422). This makes It doubtful that all bridge 
foundation work and superstructure can be completed this year. 
Ttlis matter will be studied in more detail once a firm date for 
release of construction documents is obtained. 

Seneral 

Mr. Vyvyan Is preparing an agenda for our next session. and 
will provide it to those concerned. We probably will drop the 
Industrial Village from our agenda. Water Street Pavilion 
should be kept on since there are ongoing concerns at this 
project that should be addressed. Buick City should also be 
reviewed In some detail, and we will plan to complete the phase 
12 network model. Carriage Town should, of course. be reviewed 
again to make certain the current revised schedule Is still 
vll1d. 

I suggest the parking deck contractor for the Water Street 
Pavilion project be again invited to our session for an ongoing 
review of the traffic handling method to be used for Brush 
Alley. 

Ralph J. Stephenson.P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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June 22. 1985 

Date of Monitoring! June 13. 1985 (working day 371) 

Actions taken: 

- Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

- Monitored Carriage Town phase '1 PASt design work 

- Monitored Buick City phases il and *2 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion 

Water Street Pavilion 

,'he current ma10r work effort Is aimed for the gala affair on 
June 22. 1985 working day 378) and for a moderate opening on 
June 27, 1985 working day 381). Present projections Indicate 
that ten tenants. two of which will be food and eight of which 
will be other types of retail operations. will be open on June 
27. 1985 (working day 381). 

As of our meeting today 25 permits have been Issued and 
tenant work Is In full swing at the facility. There still 
remain some difficulties with obtaining county health 
department approvals. but meetings are ongoing to resolve this 
matter. 

With the Increased Intensity of work at the project site. 
there appear to be. from our Inspections. some difficulties 
with parking and access to the building. At present. the 
parklny deck overhang at Brush ~lley Is being constructed, and 
this bocks Brush Alley from through access and from access at 
the south. There Is considerable congestion In the vicinity of 
the project at present. 

I urged the project team to meet with Water Street Pavilion 
staff Immediately to determine the traffic plan of action the 
Pavilion Is hoping to use once the facility Is opened. It 
will be essential that a careful pattern be worked out so to 
minimize Interference with street traffic. The boundary 
streets- Saginaw. Kearsley. Unton. and Harrlson- are heavily 
used and any additional. Imposltton of unusual construction or 
delivery stacking on these thoroughfares could prove sertous. 
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At the pavilion park area. the flat concrete work Is In 
progress with the concrete ready mix company strike having 
been settled. Piping Is being laid for the freezing system at 
the rink. and although the general pavilion area Is presently 
difficult to access, work there by the gala openings should be 
In fairly good shape. 

The fabric tension structure Is being erected, and overall 
work at the pavilion with the exception of the site work Is 
In reasonable shape. 

There were no representatives of the Water Street Pavilion at 
our meeting; however, after the session they were contacted 
and meetings to discuss the critical traffic problems were set 
up. Also, very Important Is provision of fire and access 
lanes to the facility. Fire department representatives are 
presently meeting with the Water Street Pavilion staff to 
establish the optimum emergency access to the building. This 
Is an Important element of the traffic circulation pattern and 
must be addressed and solved prior to the opening. Signing 
might be required for emergency designation. 

Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

Work on the parking deck has picked up considerably over the 
past month, and decks are being poured In a regular sequence. 
Forming Is presently up to the 2nd level of the pavilion 
structure, and the work Is apparently moving quite well. As 
noted above, shoring for cantilever decks over Brush Alley 
aria block alley traffic at present, and It Is doubtful 
whether any major traffic elrculatlon use can be yained from 
the alley while work overhead Is In progress. Th smatter 
still must be addressed,and ongoing efforts are presently In 
work insofar as tbls difficulty affects external circulation 
patterns on downtown right of ways. 

Flint Industrial Villase 

Not monitored at this sesslon. 

Carrlese Town 

The contract documents are being revised to provide more 
flexibility of land use and will be Issued on June 28, 1985 
(working day 382). Following Issue of the documents. they 
will be reviewed by the EOA, OeD, DPW, the Mlehigan Bureau of 
History. and the Corps of Engineers. This review Is expected 
to be eomplete by July 15, 1985 (working day 392) after wbleh 
minor revisions will be made and the documents printed and 
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Issued for proposals. Proposals are expected back by August 
12, 1985 (working day 412). Concurrent with submission of 
proposals It will be necessary after the drawings are printed 
and Issued to advertise for one month to five weeks. 

It Is presently anticipated that a contract will be executed 
with the city by October 7. 1985 (working day 451) and that 
construction could begin by October 18, 1985 (working day 
460). There Is some doubt that much work will be done In the 
field this year due to the time of year at which the contract 
will be awarded. However, the award will allow procurement of 
Materials to proceed over the winter months particularly for 
the bridge. 

At present, there appears to be no major difficulties with the 
bridge design although final Corps of Engineer approval still 
Must be obtained. I suggested that the bridge contract 
documents be submitted Immediately for review by the Corps to 
permit as much time as possible. 

In glancing at the site plan, It appears there Is a Michigan 
Bell Telephone line very close to the stair retaining wall 
footings. The nature of this line should be Investigated, and 
a determination made as to whether Iny disruption of service 
Is expected. This will be done by the architect/engineer. 

Buick Cltr 

The main work done today on Buick City was to completely 
update corridor descriptions for phase 12 work and to Identify 
the various components of the project that are to begin over 
the next one to two years. Mr. Ursuy has prepared 8 Buick City 
phlse '2 Implementation schedule In which the work Items are 
numbered I through 21. These correspond to previous 
IMple.entatlon schedule Information given In our early 
monitoring reports. I shall revise the corridor numbers and 
Insert the additional Information for the Buick City phase '2 
corridor data In the near future. 

The corridors Identified and their new numbers are as follows. 
These are listed only by number since additional date 
Information and supporting data Is given In Mr. Ursuy's 
Imple.entatlon schedule and In the corridor data sheets that 
will be Issued soon. 
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'Corridor' , 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Work Ite. 

Acquire phase 12 properties 

Relocate phase 12 occupants 

Demolish phase 12 structures 

Planning commission review and approve 
street vacations 

Vacate Parkland, Old Taylor. and the alley 

Remove or relocate MDT utilities 

Remove or relocate Consumers 
Power utilities 

Parks & Recreation survey existing trees 

Planning Commission review and approve 
redevelopment parcels 

Relocate civil defense siren on Saginaw 

construct phase #2 berms and install 
landscaping 

construct Broadway/Stever one way pair 
(with MOOT funding) 

Widen Leith from North to Saginaw 

Clear and grub phase '2 areas 

Install storm sewer in Dartmouth 

Install 24" water matn in Saginaw, 
Leith to Hamilton 

Widen Baker Street 

Resurface Newall Street 

Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith 
to Hamilton (requires EDA grant) 

Construct cul-de-sacs in various roads 
In phase *2 work(location to depend 
upon redevelopment plans) 

DeSign phase '2 landscaping 
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We had considerable discussion about the Broadway/Stever 
project since there is presently little word on Its current 
status. It appears with the current time framework that 
start of construction has now been moved back to as late as 
August, 1986, with any delays in addition to those already 
experienced moving it still further back in the year. We are 
rapidly approaching the time when It might not be possible to 
construct this facility In 1986, and the program will be then 
rescheduled for a 1987 construction period. 

hose Involved In the program are aware of the critical nature 
of this work particularly If any major redesign and 
redefinition of parcels to be acquired Is necessary. 
Apparently the responsible parties involved are also well 
aware of the present time schedule, and are seriously 
conSidering how to best get the project under way. We shall 
continue to review Its status at subsequent meetings. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan is preparing an agenda for our next session and 
will provide It to those concerned. We will probably COMplete 
our discussions of the Water Street Pavilion and continue a 
review of the Buick City phase .2 work. It might be wise to 
consider diagramming the major corridor operations for Buick 
City to insure that we have a plan of operation for each 
major component. I shall, meanwhile, prepare a corridor 
description for each of the 21 phase 12 Buick City corridors 
and Issue this In the near future. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,P.E. 

RJS: sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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15064 WARWICK ROAD 

DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48223 

PHONE 273-5026 

July J, 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project I AJI14 

Date of Monitoring_ June 27. 1985 (working day )81) 

Actions taken' 

Monitored Water Street Pavilion project 

Monitored Buick City phases #1 and #2 

Inspected Flint Industrial Village site 

Inspected Carriage Town site 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion site 

~ater Street Pavilion 

Today was the day of the soft opening and all project personnel 
were concentrating on work at the site and for the opening. 
Therefore, our discussions were primarily in relation to the 
observed status of the job and conditions at the site now and 
expected in the future. 

It was hoped to have 20 shops open for the initial grand open
ing on June 27, 1985 (working day 381). Between 28 and )0 of 
the shops have permits at present. Health Department permits 
still are pending in some cases. although apparently some per
mits have been granted. and certain facilities were to be open 
for the June 27. 19P.5 (working day J81). 

Work on the project has been very intense over the past week, 
and observations at the site indicate that the opening of the 
facility was quite successtul. 

Traffic congestion, however, was sizable and a well thought 
out plan of traffic management is essential to continued 
affective operation of the Pavilion. 
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At present it appears to be the intent to service the entire 
facility from the small stock piling area at the south. The 
scheme will involve traffic stacking on Kearsley, as well as 
on Harrison, but this is being worked out now between the 
city and the Water Street Pavilion staff. 

Brush Alley is completely blocked by construction of the park
ing deck, and it is apparently not the intent to utilize this 
alley for access in the near future. Saginaw Street is being 
used extensively for construction and delivery parking. The 
emergency access routes have not yet been tully worked out and 
these are at present in the process of being reviewed and 
studied. 

For.'the opening. Saginaw Street was closed between Kesrsley 
Street and the river, and limited traffic WBS being permitted 
on Kearsley. both east and west from Saginaw Street. 

The proj&c~ opening was a very exciting affair and those that 
participated in constrootion of the project are to be compli
mented for completing the basic work on the facility by its 
target date. Th,re still are problems that must be resolved 
but these are being worked on continuously by the Water Street 
Pavilion staft in conjunction with the city and others. 

Water Street. Pavilion Parking Deck 

Work continues on thapparking deck and progress has been fairly 
good over the past two weeks. We do not have a plan of work 
by which to monitor construction of the deck and I suggest that 
sometime in the near future it would be well. if conditions 
warrant. that we review the planned sequence of construction 
from here out with the contractor. This is important to the 
city 80 Flint staff can make plans to minimize traffic con
gestion presently being caused by the access problems to 
Water Street Pavilion. 

Flint Indu$trial Village 

We inspected the project during this session on an informal 
basis. Itdoea not seem that there are any tenants yet in 
the facility. Some problems apparently have been encountered 
with getting the elevator on the site and as of June 24. 1985 
(working day 378) elevator work is not yet started. 

Work in the o 1:fiee. is moving fairly well and the con'P"actor 
antic pates hay ng most of fiis baBe work under the initial 
phase of the contract done within the next few days. 
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No office monitoring of the project was made at this session 
since ther,e was a mix up on the dates of the monitoring. 
However. the project staff contacted by phone, informed us 
that work is proceeding much as was reported in previous 
monitoring reports. 

The drawings for the bridge have been submitted to the Corps 
of Engineers. although there is no current word on when-; these 
can be expected to be approved. 

Buick City 

Phase 1 work is nearing its close out pOint and our efforts 
from here on will focus on phase 2 work While still tracking 
reaa1ning work in phase 1. Land acquisition is moving well 
and there appears to be no major delays to obtaining proper
ties in phase 2 areas. \;e discussed the detailed planning for 
phaae 2 and it was decided that Whereever possible we would 
prepare network models for each of the corridors as listed in 
Monitoring Report #202, dated June 22, 1985, on page 4. 

As part of our work today we prepared a network model for vaca
tion of streets in phase 2 area. It is anticipated that the 
vacation process trom the point where the streets are selected 
on through to where the vacation is recorded, should require 
about )6 working days, or a little more than a month and a 
half. We w1ll use this date as to when to plan the latest 
point at whih we must determin which streets will. be vacated. 

Some discussions were held relative to how utility contracts 
are to be prepared and it was mentioned by Mr. Ursuy that he 
would preter to have the work as well defined as pos8ible by 
Consumers Power Co. before contracts are negotiated for relo
cation or installation of utilities. This matter will be 
looked into and defined in more detail over the next few weeks. 

Active marketing of Buick City phase 2 is apparently in work, 
although there was no detailed information about the process 
available at our session. It would be well to ask DeD repre
sentative in charge of marketing the facility to attend meetllS 
ings in the near future to knit the marketing plan to other 
improvements to the area. 

A brief discus8ion of each phase 2 corridor was held at the 
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meeting, although most of the efforts were fooused on the pre
liminary diagram for corridor 4, Planning commissiRn Feview 
~nd recommend street vacationsl Cor.tIdor S, Vacate Parkland. 
Old Ta lor and the alle and CorrIdor 12 construct Broadwa 
Stever one way pa r. 

We also reviewed the refurbishing of Saginaw Street trom Leith 
to Hamilton and discussed the allocation of funds for that pro
ject. It was mentioned that the potential for EDA financing 
of projects is highest for the following corridors. 

13 Widen Leith from North to Saginaw 

15 Install storm sewer in Dartmouth 

16 Install 24" water main in Saginaw, Leith to Hamilton 

17 Widen Baker Street 

18 Resurface Newall Street 

It was requested that the DPW prepare a detailed check list of 
items to be done in corridor 19, refurbish Saginaw Street. This 
is to permit a more accurate evaluation of the needs of the pro
ject. 

The Broadway/Stever project is still generally on hold, await
ing administrative policy decisions. However, it is expected 
it will be release sometime in the near future. 

At present the project is going to be somewhat difficult to 
construct in 1986 and may pOSSible be pushed into completion 
by 1987. Depending upon the serious of the project and the 
needs of the program, this item should be reviewed carefully 
in the near future to determine the desires of the various 
policy making groups in the City of Flint government. We 
shall continue to monitor the job at our sessions. 

Corridors are now identified for all Buick City phase 2 and 
we shall proceed to put these into a corridor statement form 
similar to one used for phase 1. I shall iSBue this in the 
near future. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan i8 preparing an agenda for our next session and 
will distribute it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS.gmy 
'fo. Mr. Ray vyvyan 
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July 24, 1985 

Subject: Monitoring Report '204 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project: 83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: July 11, 1985 (working day 390) 

Actions taken: 

- Monitored Buick City, phases 'I and 12 

- Made brief Inspection of downtown and near downtown 
areas 

- Monitored Carriage Town PASI work 

- Reviewed downtown programs with Mrs. Sybil Goldberg, 
Interim director of the DDA, 

Water Street Pavilion -
The project Is open and tenants are gradually coming on line. 
No further monitoring of this project will be made unless a 
special need arises. 

Water Street Pavilion parking deck 

The project continues to move reasonably well and no detailed 
monitoring was made at this session. At some point soon, It 
might be well to review the planned sequence of work with 
those Involved to determine the amount of time necessary 
before the adjoining rights-of-way are available. I will 
discuss this with Mr. Vyvyan In the near future. 

!uick City 

A brief review of the corridors discussed at this session is 
given below. These corridors are as tabulated in Mr. Ursuy's 
phase 12 Implementation schedule dated June 13, 1985 (working 
day 371) and the corridor description outline dated July 3. 
1985 (working day 385). These documents will be updated as 
the need arises. 

• Corridor '1 - Acquire phase '2 properties - This is 
In w6rR and moving on schedule according to Mr. Ursuy. 
We will discuss the matter in depth at our next 
monitoring. 
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- Corridor '2 - Relocate phase '2 occupants - To follow 
as properties are acquired. 

- Corridor '3 - Demolish phase '2 structures - To follow 
as phase 12 acquisition proceeds. This corridor 
action will be kept separate from clearing and 
grubbing In phase '2. 

- Corridor '4 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
str •• t vacations - Will b. done as required for 
redevelopment. The network mod.l prepared for this 
activity Is shown on sheet 1162 Issue .1 dated 
June 27. 1985 (working day 381) and will be used as 
a model for future monltorlngs. 

- Corridor '5 - Vacate Parkland. the alley and 
Taylor - Will be vacated as required 
for redevelopment. 

- Corridor .6 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or 
relocate utilities - MST has a contract for the work 
and will proceed as areas become available. 

- Corridor '7 - Consumers Power remOYe or relocated 
utilities - A contract has not yet been executed 
between the Consumers and the City of Flint. 
Consu •• rs Power will provide a letter of Informa
tion on which the work will proceed. The city would 
like an estimate of the cost of work as soon as 
possible. 

- Corridor '8 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees - This activity Is to be reviewed. It may be 
deleted from the phase '2 work 

- Corridor '9 - Planning Commission and the City of 
Flint council review. recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans unfold. 

- Corridor flO - Relocate civil defense siren on 
Saginaw - To be done In 1986. 

- Corridor 'II - Build berms and Install phase '21 
landscaping - Work to proceed as phase '2 
streets and utilities are installed. Landscaping 
should be meshed carefully with adjoining work to 
avoid duplicating efforts and unnecessary damage 
to installed work. 
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- Corridor '12 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way pair -at rediagrammed this work based upon current 
Information. It presently appears we will be 
able to start construction In mid or late August, 
1986. The major Initial need Is for acquisition 
funds to be released and the property required for 
the project to be put under city control. We shall 
continue to monitor the project from the current 
network model. and plan on Its starting In the field 
as noted above In mid or late August. 1986. 

- Corridor '13 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw -
No charige In current status. 

- Corridor '14 - Clear and grub phase '2 areas - To 
be done ai properties are acquired. 

- Corridor 115 - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth -
To be done In late 1986. 

- Corridor '16 - Install 24- water main In Saginaw, 
Leith to Hamilton - This work will probably 
start In early 1986 and continue on through 
to about November, 1986. The project will require 
a 35 1 easement east of the east right of way 
line. 

- Corridor '17 - Widen Baker Street - Baker will be 
closed for the full period of construction. 
It should be noted that a new water main Is 
to be Installed across Baker at Saginaw. 

- Corridor '18 - Resurface Newall - No current work on 
this project. 

- Corridor 119 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith 
to Himtlton - The work scope for this project still 
Is to defined. Mr. Ursuy will work with the DPW tp 
establish the work to be done. 

- Corridor .20 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads -
Locitlon and timing Is fundamentally dependent 
upon redevelopment plans. The work Includes Installing 
required underground utilities. 

- Corridor .21 - Design phase '2 lindscaplng - A decision 
nas to be made In this matter as to whether or not 
the work Is to be done by a design firm or Is to be 
Installed by a landscape contractor from the master 
plan. 
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We again reviewed marketing of the project area. and It was 
recom.ended that the group responsible for disposal and 
development of the land be Involved In our meetings so that 
direction can be tracked relative to the work to be done. We 
shall discuss this In more detail at subsequent sessions. 

~arrlage Town 

We prepared a network model basically updating sheet '157 to 
Issue .5 dated July 11. 1985. In this network 
model.constructlon and procurement was shown as being able to 
start October 16. 1985 (working day 458). Presently the Corps 
of Engineers Is reviewing the contract documents. 
concurrently with the DPW. Documents will be Issued for 
proposals In late July, 1985 wIth proposals due back about 
August 22. 1985 from the proposing contractors. We shall 
continue to monitor this project at subsequent meetings. 

General 

During our afternoon seSSion, Mr. Collier Introduced 
Mrs. Sybil Goldberg to the group attending the meeting. 
Mrs. Goldberg has been appointed the Interim director of the 
downtown development authority replacing Mr. William Whitney 
who recently left for another location. We reviewed each of 
the major projects presently In work and discussed the 
methodology and procedures we use to accomplish various 
activities that are the responsibility of this group_ 

Mrs. Goldberg will probably attend the meetings on a regular 
basis whenever time permits. It would be helpful to have her 
at our sessions since many activities of the DDA are directly 
related to the planning and monitoring work we are doing. 

It would be well to consider Mrs. Goldberg's thoughts on the 
short, medium, and long range planning for the future of the 
DDA since this Is a critical element of the entire Flint 
development program. 

Mr. Yyvyan has prepared an agenda for our next session on 
July 25, 1985 (working day 400) and has distributed It to 
those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson.P.E. 

RJS:sps 
To: Mr. Ray Yyvyan 
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July 30, 1985 
Subject: Monitoring Report .205 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project: 83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: July 25, 1985 (working day 400) 

Actions taken: -
- Monitored Buick City phases II and '2 

• Monitored Carriage Town phase work 

- Prepared summary network model for Carriage Town PASI 
construction work 

water Street Pavilion parking deck 

No major evaluation was made at this session. 
We shall not report on this project In future reports unless 
specially requested. 

Buick City 

A brief review of phase '2 corridors Is given below: 

- Corrldor'l - Acquire phase '2 properties -
Progress on land acquisition Is good and we are 
now at a point where It would be well to 
Identify parcels needed for specific 
corridors. This definition Is tied closely to the 
potential for obtaining EDA grants due to time 
limitations on using EDA monies. The corridors 
for which these grants might be possible are '13, 
115, '16, '17. and fl8 (see below for corridor 
details). Therefore, we prepared an acquisition network 
by which to Identify and follow progress of 
acquisitions, relocations, demolition and 
clearing and grubbing for each potential EDA corridor. 
This material was given to Mr. Ursuy for further 
review and we shall discuss the method of 
tabulating It at subsequent seSSions. 

- Corridor '2 - Relocate phase 12 occupants - To follow 
as properties as acquired. 
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- Corridor '3 - Demolish phase '2 structures - To follow 
al phali .2 relocation proceeds. 

- Corrldor,4 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
street vacations - To be done as required by redevelop
Ment. 

- Corridor '5 - Vacate Parkland, the alley, and Taylor
Alii be vacated as required for redevelopment. 

- Corridor 16 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or 
relocate utilities - To be done as areas become 
available. 

- Corridor 17 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities - Consumers will provide a letter of 
Information outlining the cost basis upon which 
their work will proceed. This letter has not 
been received and Mr. Ursuy will follow. 

- Corridor '8 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees - There Is some thought that the DCD will do 
this work within their department. Mr. Ursuy will 
discuss with the director of the Parks and 
Recreation Department. 

- Corridor '9 - Planning Commission and the City of 
flint council review, recommend, and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelop
ment proceeds • 

• Corridor '10 - Relocate civil defense siren In 
Saginaw - fo be done In 1986. 

- Corridor '11 - Build berms and Install phase '2 
landscaping - Landscaping design work will probably be 
awarded within the master plan concept to a 
landscape architect. They will then prepare 
working drawings and proposals will be received 
for the field work. No firm decision has been 
made as yet as to how this work will 
proceed. It Is Important to realize 
that landscaping can become a very Important 
part of early Improvement work so as to 
buffer the view of undeveloped areas from 
Saginaw Street and North Street. 
We ·shall discuss this matter 
In more detail at subsequent monitoring sessions. 
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- Corridor 112 (monitored from Issue 14, July II, 1985) 
Construct Broadway/Stever one way palr-
No authentic word was available at this seSSion 
about current status, although It Is understood 
that the city of Flint Is preparing a response to the 
public hearing for the state. 

It should be noted that construction of the 
Broadway/Stever project by late 1986 Is dependent upon 
MOOT releasing acquIsition funds by September 10, 1985 
working day 432). This Is a critical operation since 
acquiSition of property Is a long process and Is 
critical to the job. 

Also of Importance Is selection of a plan 
to be used for the street geometrlcs. This Is 
still under consideration and must be an Integral 
part of the early decision making. 

- Corridor 113 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw. 
N6 dellgn has started yet on this project. 

- Corridor 114 • Clear and grub phase 12 areas - No 
contra~t document preparation has have yet been 
Initiated for the project. These should be nominal and 
available when required. 

• Corridor 115 - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth -
No preparation of contract documents started as 
yet. 

• Corridor 116 - Install 24M water main In Saginaw, 
('Itft to ~amllton • This project has been designed. 
However, modifications may be required. To be kept 
In mind Is the need for a 3S I easement east of the 
east right of way line. The routing of the water main 
must take Into account the present location of the 
Incubator building In the Buick City phase 12 area. 

• Corridor 111 • Widen Baker Street· No deSign work 
stlrted. 

• Corridor '18 • Resurface Newall - No deSign work 
started. 

• Corridor '19 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith to 
AIIIlton • No contract documents starte. The 
work scope for this project Is yet to be defined 
by the DPW. 
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- Corridor '20 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads -
RoPI to proceed as redevelopment plans are prepared. 

• Corridor 121 - Design phase '2 landscaping - A request 
for proposal for design work will probably go out 
sometime late In 1985. The design will be prepared 
based on the master plan documents prepared during 
phase '1. 

- Corridor 122 - Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
utilities - This work Is to proceed slightly ahead 
of Michigan Bell and Consumers Power In the rights 
of way. The DeD will contact the cable TV company 
In the very near future. This could be a very 
Important relocation problem and should be resolved 
early In phase '2 work. Mr. Ursuy will follow 
this activity. 

As a part of our work today, I reissued the corridor analysis 
and we will continue to update the analysis as additional 
Information Is made available. 

Carriage Town (monitored from Issue IS July II, 1985) 

The Corps of Engineers and the DPW have reviewed and approved 
the contract documents which have been printed and Issued for 
proposals. Bids on the work are due August 21, 1985 (working 
day 419) with expectations that contracts will be let by 
October 3, 1985 (working day 449). Work Is to begin In the 
field In mid-October, 1985. 

As part of our work today, we prepared a summary network model 
for the carrlaye Town PASI construction. It appears presently 
the PASI work ncludlng the bridge could be completed and 
turned over sometime In early June, 1986. This network model 
shown on sheet '157 was given to Mr. John McGarry. He will 
review It with the architect/engineer and we will monitor the 
proJect as It proceeds on through contract awards and 
construction from this network as modified. 

It .pp.ars presently that the project Is moving reasonably 
wella however. we should continue to monitor It as It moves 
through the contract award and Into field stages. 

DDA 

Mrs. Sybil Goldberg came to our meeting for a brief session 
II' the late afternoon. She reviewed downtown parking 
facilities with Mr. Tom Ecklund, Mr. Ray Vyvyan, and Mr. Don 
Derry. Apparently they will resolve the parking difficulties 
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that are being encountered with Mrs. Goldberg. It would be 
helpful If the DDA could plan to attend our sessions regularly 
to assist In launching their near and moderate future 
programs. At an early date. we should discuss future planning 
of the DDA programs since they are closely knit together with 
other development work in Flint. 

General 

I shall print and send to Mr. Vyvyan, In fanfold form. the 
network models for land acquiSition In Buick City phase .2 and 
for Carriage Town construction. 

Mr. Vyvyan Is preparing an agenda for our next session and 
will distribute it to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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August 19. 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project: 83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: August 8. 1985 (working day 410) 

Actions taken: 

Monitored Buick City phase 12 

- Monitored Carriage Town PASI work 

Completed information network model for Carriage Town 
PASI construction 

Reviewed ODA activities with Mrs. Sybil Goldberg 

Buick City 

Our main work at this session was to review the real estate 
progress and to prepare network models for land acquisition 
and selected construction in phase *2. We completed models 
for: 

Leith Street widening - Corridor *13 

- Dartmouth storm sewer Installation - Corridor 115 

Saginaw Street water main Installation - Corridor '16 

Baker Street widening - Corridor .17 

Networks were also prepared for landscaping at Newall and 
Hamilton - corridor '11. and at North Street - corridor 'II. 
Durations were not assigned to these two diagrams. We will 
determine the time frame for them In subsequent meetings. 

Present target completion dates exclusive of final landscaping 
for the four corridors above are: 
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Lel!H Street widening August 5, (986 
corridor 113 (working day 662) 

Dartmouth storm sewer June 13, 1986 
corridor liS (working day 626) 

Saginaw Street October 15, 1986 
widening (working day 712) 

corridor #16 

aaker Street widening August 19, 1986 
corridor 117 (working day 672) 
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Late finish 
Rovember 3, 1986 
(working day 725) 

November 3, 1986 
(working day 725) 

October 15. 1986 
(working day 712) 

November 3, 1986 
(working day 725) 

Generally. work In progress is moving fairly well on Buick 
City phase '2. At some near future point I recommend we begin 
discussing the actual development of the project area through 
construction of facilities on the parcels. 

Mr. Ursuy and Mr. Hungerford both mentioned the need to have 
an attorney available as land acquisition proceeds. This Is 
apparently an important resource and Is critical to gaining 
control of properties and should be made available at an early 
date. 

Another Item of Importance Is that the State related 
turnaround process will probably not be used to refurbish 
Saginaw Street, corridor 119. It Is still necessary for the 
DPW to deftne the detailed scope of work for this corridor In 
lIore detail. 

No major discussion was held on the Broadway/Stever project. 
corridor 112. However, there Is still no authentic indication 
as to where the project stands In relatIon to start of 
property acquisition. In the network model for the project, 
Issue 14, dated July 11, 1985 (working day 390) land 
acquisition was shown as having to start by September 10, 1985 
(working day 482) to meet a start of construction date of 
August 28. 1986 (working day 679). It does not appear lIkely 
at present that these dates will be met. 

,Carriage Town - Monitored from Issue '6. dated July 25, 1985 

Working drawings and specifications for PASI work have been 
issued and proposals are due back April 21, 1985 (working day 
419). It Is expected to award a contract for construction by 
October 2, 1985 (working day 448) and to start active field 
work by October 15, 1985 (working day 457). UtIlity contracts 
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with Consumers Power, Michigan Bell Telephone and Comcast are 
In work, with Consumers Power and Comcast to submit proposals 
and the City of Flint still to execute the submitted Michigan 
8ell contract. There Is no delay expected In Installation of 
utilities, but I recommend contract arrangements be completed 
soon to Insure timely field performance. 

At our session we completed preparing a summary construction 
network model for Installation of the PASI work. This is 
shown on sheet '157, Issue '7, dated August a. 1985 (working 
day 407). The network was printed and Issued to Mr. McGarry 
and Mr. Vyvyan for their use and distribution as required. 

The completion date for PASI work on the first phase of 
Carriage Town has been set at August 11, 1986 (working day 
666). The date appears feasible to meet and we shall use this 
as our current completion target pending receipt of proposals 
and award of contract. It Is suggested that the field work be 
Monitored carefully, preferably through the use of a network 
model prepared by the contractor or by the contractor with the 
city. We shall discuss this in more detail In subsequent 
sessions. 

DDA 

We met with Mrs. Sybil Goldberg, Inerlm director of the DDA, 
to review miscellaneous matters In which the DDA Is involved. 
Her main thrust at present Is to get a medium and long range 
look at the activities of the DDA and at the same time to 
complete current project being managed by the DDA. 

Leasing of Water Street Pavilion was discussed briefly along 
with the number of building permits for tenant space work that 
have been Issued by the Building Department. Also reviewed was 
construction of the surface parking lot and the multi-story 
parking deck adjoining the Water Street Pavilion. Progress on 
the parking structure has been good and It Is hoped that some 
space in the deck will be available for early use. There was 
no accurate projection as to when partial occupancy would be 
possible at this session. It would be good to meet with the 
parties Involved In the construction soon to make a complete 
review of completion schedules. 

A brief discussion was also held about the advisability of a 
downtown parking study to be done by the University of 
Michigan. This study Is under conSideration and there was not 
enough Information available about Its Intended content to 
recommend a course of action. It would be appropriate to 
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review the Intent of the study since there have been several 
parking studies made for the downtown. Any new study should 
be designed to accompltsh specific purposes and be aimed at 
speclftc problems. 

6eneral 

Mr. Yyvyan will prepare and distribute an agenda for the next 
meeting as appropriate. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 

RJS:Sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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September 5, 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Flint, Michigan 

Project: 83:14 

Date of Monitoring: August 28, 1985 (working day 424) 

Actions taken: 

- Monitored Buick City phase '2 
- Monitored Carriage Town PASI work 

- Continued preparation of network models for Buick City 
phase '2 

- Reviewed DDA activities with Mrs. Sybil Goldberg 

Inspected Broadway/Stever project area 

Buick City 

At this session we made a complete review of the Buick City 
phase 12 project and corridors II through '22 for phase 12. A 
brief review of each Is given below: 

- Corridor II - Acquire phase '2 properties - In work and 
moving well. We have Incorporated property 
acquisition work Into single diagrams shown on sheets 
1152 and '153. These are being put Into final form 
as Infor.atlon becomes available. Copies of the 
land acquisition networks are being provided on an 
ongoing basiS. Progress on land acquisition Is 
reported below under the appropriate project corridor. 

- Corridor 12 - Relocate phase '2 occupants - To be done 
as properties are acquired. 

- Corridor '3 - Demolish phase '2 structures - To be done 
as phase 12 relocation proceeds. 

- Corridor 14 - Planning CommiSSion review and recommend 
street vacations - To be done as required for 
redevelopment. The network model being used to gauge 
this work Is that shown on sheet 1162 Issue '1 dated 
June 27. 1985. This network will be Incoporated Into 
the overall phase 12 project diagrams on sheets '152 
and '1 S3 • : ... , 
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- Corridor .5 - Vacate Parkland, the alley. and Taylor -
To 6e vacated as required for development. 

- Corridor 16 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or 
relocate utilities - Michigan 8ell will use their 
existing contract for phase 11 extended. This 
contract Is now In place. 

- Corridor '7 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities - A letter has been provided to the city 
by Consumers. The work will be done on a similar 
basis to that In phase II. 

• Corridor 18 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees. Ve discussed this Item In detail and a laundry 
list for tree survey was prepared and Is shown 
presently on sheet '152. The survey Is to be done by 
the OCD and will be diagrammed and Incorporated on 
sheets 1152 and .153 at a near future meeting. 

- Corridor 19 - Planning CommiSSion and the City of 
Flint council review. recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans proceed. 

- Corridor 110 - Relocate civil defense siren In Saglnaw
T6 6e done In 1986. 

- Corridor III • Build berms and Install phase .2 
landscipln, - This work Is now being tied Into the work 
for each 0 the Improvement corridors. Portions of It 
are shown on sheets 1152 and 1153. 

- Corridor 112 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way pair -
Monitored from Issue 14 dated July 11. 1985 - The 
letter from the city to the Michigan Department of 
Transportlon Is being forwarded presently and will be 
reviewed and commented upon the state and federal 
agencies Involves. Once agreement on the project 
hhas been reached acquisition funds should be released 
and the city can begin acquiring beneficial control. 
It Is possible that we .ay now have to acquire 
approximately 36 properties compared to the original 
16. This will Increase the time of acquisition. 
relocation, and demolition to about 11 months or 235 
working days. This now moves the probable start of 
construction to early spring. 1987. Continuing 
evaluation of the project will be made to see If an 
earlier start of construction Is possible. 
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- Corridor '13 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw - For 
tHi tilth Street widening 17 parcels are required with 
8 under real estate control as of August 28, 1985 
(working day 424). An attorney to assist the real 
estate division has been Identified and legal help will 
probably be provided In the near future. 
This work Is currently meeting targets between early 
and late starts and finishes. Preparation of the Leith 
widening contract documents Is expected to begin In 
early December, 1985 once all appraisals are In and 
a work order Is Issued to the DPW. There 
appears to be no major difficulty with having the 
contract documents prepared In time for construction 
presently planned to start between May I, 1986 (working 
day 596) and July 31, 1986 (working day 659). This will 
bring the latest finish of construction to about 
November 3, 1986 (working day 725). 

- Corridor 114 - Clear and grub phase '2 areas - To be 
86fte as properties are demolished. 

- Corridor .15 - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth -
Design work on the Darmouth storm sewer will 
start so •• tlme In early November. 1985 with 
the start of construction presently scheduled 
between May It 1986 (working day 596) and 
September 22, 1986 (working day 695). Completion of 
work on the storm sewer Is planned for early to late 
fall, 1986. 

- Corridor '16 - Install 24- water main In Saginaw, 
telth to Hamilton - Appraisals for land acquisi-
tion are not yet complete. with about eight additional 
yet to be made. Of the 29 parcels required. five are 
under real estate control. This work Is currently 
lagging slightly although It does not appear to be 
a serious delay at the present time. Design work for 
corridor '16 will start sometime In late fall, 1985. 

- Corridor 117 - Widen Baker Street - Of 34 parcels needed 
for lhe Baker Street widening on both sides. six are 
under control as of August 28. 1985 (working 
day 424). Appraisals are complete for both sides of 
Baker. The work Is presently meeting targets between 
early and late starts and finishes. 

Preparation of contract documents will begin near 
December 2, 1985 (working day 490) with construction to 
begin between May 5. 1986 (working day 606) and 
July 31. 1986 (working day 659). Completion of work Is 
expected by mid-fall. 1986. 
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- Corridor #18 - Resurface Newall Street - This work will 
be included with the Baker Street widening. 

- Corridor 119 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith to 
Himilton - The work scope for the project Is not yet 
defined and should be worked on just as soon as 
possible. The DPW will do this definition In 
conjunction with Mr. Ursuy. The time Is growing near 
when design workffor the project will have to be 
Initiated. I recommend the scope of activities be 
defined Immediately. 

- Corridor 120 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads -
(ocatlon and timing of this construction Is 
dependent upon redevelopment plans. Work Includes 
Installation of required underground utilities. 

- Corridor 121 - Design phase #2 landscaping - Apparently 
the decIsion Is presently to retain a landscape 
architect to do the detailed design In accordance 
with the master landscaping plan. We will monitor this 
on an ongoing basis. 

- Corridor '22 - Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
utilities - This work will be done In conjunction with 
Michigan Bell and Consumers Power. The three 
organizations will work together to do what Is 
needed with minimal contact directly with the City 
of Fll nt. 

So far as marketing of the area Is concerned, the DCD Is to 
meet with the Buick staff September 9. 1985 (working day 431) 
to reestablish contact with Buick and to Identify potential 
suppliers who might like to move Into the area. To this date. 
we are still working with the site plan dated October 25. 1984 
(working day 210) and will proceed with that plan until a 
different direction Is Indicated. 

Meanwhile. there are several questions that should be 
addressed soon relative to further development of Buick City 
phase '2. Some of those discussed In the meeting and that 
should be considered by the DCD Development Staff Include: 

1. What Is the development timetable? 

2. What Is the present schedule for Implementation of 
a public relations and advertising program? 

3. When does the transition occur between the public 
area site Improvement project and the marketing 
and private use of the land? 
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4. How Is this interface between construction and 
marketing to be handled? 

5. What should be planned for the physical development 
so that the Interim appearance of the project is 
maintained adequate to Interest potential 
developers? 

6. What Is the current status of covenant preparation? 

7. How are street closings to be managed relative to 
adjoining property approvals? 

8. What utility Improvement are to be made? 

9. What is Included In the Saginaw Street refurbishing 
(this must be worked on jOintly with the OPW 
and the OCD)? 

10. What Is the future land use of each of the areas in 
accordance with present planntng and thinking? 

11. A thorough check should be made of the zoning of the 
entire area to insure it Is properly zoned. 

12. How Is the commercial block between Newall and 
Hamilton to be handled for redevelopment? 

There probably are other questions that will arise as we draw 
closer to the point where the properties will be disposed of. 
A running tabulation should be made of these and answering 
them be made an ongoing process. 

Carriage Town 

Proposals have been received for Carriage Town. They have come 
In considerably higher than had been desired. Presently 
serious efforts are being made to reduce costs by reviewing 
the alternates and exploring other avenues of cost saving. 
There Is no current word on when a contract will be let; 
however. In accordance with our Issue '7 network model dated 
August 8. 1985 (working day 410) It was Intended that a 
contract could be In place by October 15, 1985 (working day 
457). Presently It appears that this may be forced to a later 
date. As part of our technical discussion. It was pOinted out 
that a building permit would be needed for work not In· the 
right of ways. Also It was pOinted out that the pile driving 
necessary for bridge embuttments should be studied carefully 
to Insure that utilities near the embuttments are not 
disturbed. This Is a very serious matter. and attention should 
be given in conjunction with the contractor to Insure that 
proper safeguards are taken for these utilities. Mr. McGarry 
will check this. 
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We met brlefly to discuss DDA activities with Mrs. Sybil 
Goldberg, interim director of the DDA. A parking study is 
under conSideration for the downtown area with the Idea that 
ultimately It might be extended to the total community of 
Flint. In this there Is a chance that the University of 
Michigan would participate in collecting data on demographics 
and other elements affecting parking demands. There was no 
current work on when this might start or be complete. 

At the parking deck for Water Street Pavilion, work is 
proceeding reasonably well. It Is still felt It will be almost 
two months before the alley adjoining the pavilion will be 
cleared of construction equipment and shoring. Paving of this 
alley will be very Important, although there is no current 
word on when such paving will occur. 

There was some discussion about electrical duct presently 
underground at the site. It was not totally clear what the 
concern was but a check should be made to see If any problems 
exist with this duct. 

So far as permits for space In Water Street Pavilion. 33 have 
been Issued as of August 28, 1985 (working day 424) and It Is 
expected that 45 spaces will be opened by October 15, 1985 
(working day 457). For all Intents and purposes, our reporting 
on Water Street PavIlion Is complete except for the parking 
deck. We shall continue to evaluate general parking deck 
progress on a time to time basiS as appropriate. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for the next session and 
distribute It to those concerned. I suggest we continue to 
concentrate on the detailed planning for Buick City phase 12. 
I also recommend that those responsible for marketing the 
project be asked to attend these meetings since It Is now 
becoming Important that the marketing plan be meshed with 
actual physical construction activities. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 

RJS:sps 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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September 24. 1985 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

FlSnt, Michigan 

83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: September 16. 1985 (working day 436) 

Actions taken: 

- Monitored Buick City phase '2 
Monitored Carriage Town PASI design and construction 

work 

Continued preparation of network models for Buick City 
phase 12 

Inspected Water Street Pavilion parking deck area 

Buick City 

A brief review of the phase '2 corridors Is given below: 

- Corridor '1 - Acquire phase '2 properties· A detailed 
report wis not available at this session concerning 
property acquisition. Apparently the acquisition 
process Is moving reasonably well, although there has 
been some difficulty In the appraisal procedures. 
These are being addressed at present. 

- Corridor '2 - Relocate phase '2 occupants - To be done 
as properties are acquired. 

- Corridor 13 - Demolish phase '2 structures· To be done 
as phase 12 relocation proceeds. 

Corridor '4 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
streei vacations - To be done as required for 
redevelopment. 

• Corridor 15 - Vacate Parkland, the alley. and Taylor -
TO be vacated as required for development. 
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Corridor '6 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or 
relocate utilities· Michigan Bell will work under 
their contract for phase '1 as extended. 

Corridor '7 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilIties· The agreement with Consumers Power will be 
In place shortly. 

Corridor 18 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees • The oeD will do the tree survey. Aerial 
photos and maps of the area have been acquired. 
and the DCD has consulted with the Parks and 
Recreation staff about the survey. We have 
prepared a detailed laundry list for this survey. 
and as deemed necessary. will Incorporate It Into 
a plan of action. 

Corridor 19 - Planning Commission and the City of 
Flint council review. recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans proceeds. 

• Corridor '10 • Relocate civil defense siren In Saglnaw
f6 6e done In 1986. 

- Corridor III - Build berms and Install phase 12 
landscaping - landscaping work will be tied to each 
speCific phase of operations. A request for proposals 
on landscape design will probably be Issued In late 
November or early December. 1985. 

Corridor 112 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way pair -
Monftored from Issue 15 dated August 28, 1985 (working 
day 424) - This network presently shows a 
start of construction on April 30. 1987 (working day 
850). With the Increase In the number of properties 
to be acquired along with delays to initiating 
the program. It has now become difficult, If not 
Impossible, to complete all land acquisition 
and other activities required to get the project 
Into the field in 1986. 

We shall. however. continue to evaluate the probability 
of getting an early start on the job at each of our 
sessions. Depending upon the desirability of this 
course of action we will give It a high degree of 
attention. 
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Presently the Michigan Department of Transportation 
(MOOT) Is reviewing the total project and Its design 
and general location. The job Is being followed closely 
by the DPW and Mr. George Ursuy. 

- Corridor .13 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw - No 
word was available on acquisition of properties. 
and as of today we are assuming that 8 of 17 
are under real estate control. 

The contract document preparation will resume on 
December 2. 1985 (working day 490) which should provide 
adequate time to get the project Into the field and 
under construction by May 1. 1986 (working day 596). 

- Corridor '14 - Clear and grub phase .2 areas - To be done 
as properties are demolished. 

• Corridor '15 • Install storm sewer In Dartmouth -
Design work will be initiated In early November. 
1985 with construction expected to start In early 
spring, 1986. 

- Corridor .16 - Install 24" water main In Saginaw. 
telth to Ramllton • Acquisition of land Is In work 
and as of August 8. 1985 (working day 410) five of 
29 parcels are under real estate control. This 
project was grouped for functional reasons at our 
session with corridor '19. Saginaw Street 
refurbishing. It is possible that funding 
for the work can be provided under DDA auspices. 
See corridor 119 for additional details. 

• Corridor .17 • Widen Baker Street· No authentiC 
word was available relative to real estate 
acquisition at our session. It is still planned 
to begin contract documents for the Baker and 
Newall program on December 2, 1985 (working day 
490) • 

- Corridor 118 - Resurface Newall Street - This work 
Is now combined with the Baker Street widening. 
corridor '17. 

- Corridor 119 • Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith to 
Ra.llton - We spent considerable time on the 
definition of this project since It appears to be 
a major element of phase 12 work. Several 
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points ca.e out of our discussion, all of which are 
summarized In a document entitled. Laundry Lists for 
the City of Flint, Buick City phase '2. Copies of 
this laundry list were distributed at our sesston 
and are available as required. Several points 
were made as the laundry list was prepared. These 
Included at random: 

1. The City of Flint has no currrent obligation 
to finish any Buick ctty phase '2 work by 
the end of 1986 or any other year. 

2. It might be best to reidentify this entire 
phase '2 program so as to begin tieing It 
to future land use and occupant operations. It 
may be best to rename the project area. 

3. The project work scope for the program should 
be defined and the work schedule then budgeted. 
This Is an essenttal Ingredient In applying 
for an EDA grant. 

4. To acquire an £DA grant, the following steps must 
be taken: 

a. Prepare and submit an fDA pre-appllcatton 
to the regional office, for that office to 
approve the pre-application, and to provide 
a notice of approval or rejection. Once the 
pre-application has been accepted, the DCD 
will prepare and submit forms for a full 
EDA application. These must be returned to 
the EDA 30 calendar days after approval 
of the pre·appllcatlon and must have council 
approval. 

Also needed with this full application Is 
the modified work scope, the private 
investor employment projection forms, 
a description of how the work Is to be 
contracted, a detailed budget, and the City 
Flint council approval of local matching 
funds with their resolution. 

Anot~,r Item of Importance on the full 
application deals with certlficatton of Site 
control along with formal approval of the 
work by MOOT. 
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comment. and approve 

approve fu 11 EDA 

agreement to the 

e. City of Flint execute grant egreement and 
provide council approval. Note that the City 
of Flint must have the executed grant agree
ment and council approval back to the EDA 
regional and central offices In 14 calendar 
days. This agreement will Include acceptance 
of the grant agreement along with 
appropriation of project funds. 

There Is a very large amount of work involved In this Saginaw 
Street refurbishing. and at our next planning session we 
Intend to prepare a network model for the front end work using 
the laundry lists prepared at thts session with the helpful 
assistance of the DCD. 

Corridor 120 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads
This work will be Installed as redevelopment plans 
unfold. 

Corridor 121 - Design phase 12 landscaping - The request 
tor proposal for deSign will probably be 
issued in late November or early December. 1985. 

Corridor 122 -
utilitIes -
with MBT and 
contact with 

Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
Work will be done In conjunction 
Consumers. They will provide the necessary 
the cable TV organization. 

We next turned to a continuing discussion of the marketing of 
the area. and reviewed each of the 12 Questtons listed on 
pages '4 and '5 of Monitoring Report '207 dated September 5. 
1985. To this list was added two additional questions. These 
are: 

13. How Is redevelopment of property to relate to the total 
Saginaw Street corridor? 

14. How Is dumping of trash and waste on the phase 12 area 
to be controlled While the land Is being marketed and 
disposed of? 
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(It should be noted that In Monitoring Report 1207 on page 15 
question 17, that the word owner should be placed In front of 
the word approvals. This question should read, -How are 
street closings to be managed relattve to adjoining property 
owner approvals?" Please make this change to your copy of 
Monitoring Report '207.) 

We went through each of the questions to see if they are still 
valid. However, since no one Involved In the marketing effort 
WIS at the meeting we were not able to discuss the questions 
In detail. I firmly believe that the addressing of these 
questions and planning of the property use Is very Important 
as a near future activity. Plans for the development of PASI 
work are proceeding as Is property acquisition. Once the 
clearing and installation of improvements begins, the property 
will be vacant and relatively unprotected. To avoid excessive 
use of the site as a disposal area and to maintain development 
of the entire sector In a manner that will be attractive, and 
be a credit to the City of Flint. It Is essential that plans 
for the future of Buick City phase '2 property be closely tied 
to the property acquisition and PASt work tnstallatlon. 

Carriage Town 

Proposals have been received for construction of PASI work and 
present considerations revolve around a reduction In cost of 
the project. Various alternative are being explored to bring 
costs better Into line with early estimates. There Is no 
current word on when construction might start. Care should be 
taken to note the length of time for which proposals are able 
to be held. 

The network model for the project currently In use Is Issue '1 
dated August 8. 1985 (working day 410). Work on the program 
Is still substantially In alignment with th1s network model. 
with present schedule calling for an award of contract and 
Issuance of notice to proceed no later than October 2, 1985 
(working day 448). 

Consumers Power 1s to submit their proposal for utility work 
In about one week. At that time the proposals from Consumers 
Power. Michigan Bell. and Comcast will be put In appropriate 
form and submitted to the City of Flint for their review and 
execution. 

We next had a detailed discussion of the bridge abutment 
location relative to various utllttles that pass nearby. On 
the south abutment a 66- sanitary sewer Is In close proximity 
to the brtdge footings as deSigned. On the north, a 24" high 
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pressure water main Is near the abutment location as 
deSigned. We prepared a deCision tree based upon several 
different approaches to accurately Identifying the needs of 
the project and from It decided that the best present action 
would be a full review of the structural conditions to 
determine potential problems and the most appropriate course 
of action. This Is being done by the structural engineer at 
present. 

At Our next seSSion we shall plan to review the decision tree 
and Identify what the most appropriate procedure Is. Copies 
of the decision tree were distributed to all those Involved 
and concerned who attended the meeting. 

DDA 

No review of DDA activities was held at this session. 

Genera I 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for our next session and 
publish It to those concerned. I recommend we continue 
concentrating on details of the Buick City phase '2 work 
particularly the refurbishing of Saginaw Street. corridor '19. 
and addressing the marketing Questions posed In this report 
and In Monitoring Report '207. 

Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E. 

RJS:SpS 

To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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October 24, 1985 

Subject: Monitoring Report .209 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

flint, Michigan 

Project: -&4: I~ ~d ; If-
Dates of Monitoring: October 2, 1985 (working da, 448) and 

October 17. 1985 (working day 459) 

Actions taken: 

Reviewed alternative courses of action for Buick City 
corridor work and for City of Flint water system 
Improvements 

- Monitored progress of Buick City phase #2 

Discussed Buick City phase 12 progress with 
various DCD. DPW staff members 

- Had general discussion with Sybil Goldberg re 
DDA activities 

General Summary 

This monitoring covers two meetings for the Flint development 
and Improvement program. The first was held on October 2. 1985 
(working day 448) and the second was on October 17. 1985 
(working day 459). The meeting on October 2. 1985 (working 
day 448) was concentrated upon preparation of a decision tree 
for Buick City phase 12 public area site Improvements, and 
collaterally, an analysis of the Impact of water system 
Improvements on Buick City corridors, particularly the Saginaw 
Street refurbishing (corridor fI9). 

Some discussion of this decision tree was held with staff 
members of DPW and DCD to review the possibilities of the 
various alternatives. Copies of the deCision tree sheet '163 
Issue 'I dated October 2, 1985 (working day 448) were provided 
Mr. VY.Yln for distribution as he saw fit. Further discussion 
of the deciSion tree was held on October 16, 1985 (working day 
458). This focus concentrated on a review with Mr. George 
Ursuy relative to our regular monitoring of the Buick City 
phase '2 program. 

At the October 16, 1985 (working day 458) meeting we made a 
detailed monitoring of Buick City phase *2 Including In 
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evaluation of real estate progress and the status of each of 
the main corridors. In addition. we also prepared a network 
model for obtaining an EOA grant. The data for preparation of 
this network model was obtained from the discussion held at 
our meeting of September 16, 1985 (working day 436) in which 
the detailed steps for obtaining such a grant were discussed. 
This procedure was reviewed In Monitoring Report '208 dated 
September 24. 1985. on pages '4 and '5. A copy of the 
procedure diagram was left with Mr. Vyvyan for his use and 
distribution. 

At the meeting on October 16, 1985 (working day 458) we also 
reviewed progress on the Carriage Town program, and discussed 
briefly with Sybil Goldberg, the acting director of the DDA, 
work of the DDA In related downtown areas. 

A brief review of each major pOint covered In the two sessions 
Is given below: 

Buick City 

The decision tree relative to Buick City phase '2 and the 
water system was prepared since there was some concern that 
the refurbishing of Saginaw Street corridor 119 was 
Influenced by considerations that perhaps had not been 
evaluated recently. Therefore, in the deCision tree an effort 
was made to relate It to Installation of a new water main in 
Saginaw. This new main was one of the prime moving projects 
that triggered the concept of an entire Saginaw Street 
refurbishing. The tree prepared shows that corridor 119 work 
could proceed on up through to 8 point where a decision on 
implementation and scope of work could be made relative to 
Buick City field operations. At that point, there was an 
interface with the City of Flint water systems Improvements 
relating to the county's decision to Install or not Install a 
new water loop. A deCision on the water loop Influenced what 
Improvements might be appropriate to either or both the water 
transmission system. the water treatment system. 

Since county and city decisions relative to the water system 
are probably very time consuming, dealing with technical as 
well as political conSiderations, It Is possible that the 
deliberations might Impact upon what Is planned to be done In 
corridor 119. This matter was discussed In detail with 
various key members of the DPW at the October 2, 1985 (working 
day 448) meeting, and with the DCD staff on October 16, 1985 
(working day 458). There was no major decision made In either 
of these two discussions about the course of action to be 
followed. 
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It Is Important to point out here that such consideration must 
be brought Into focus soon If Saginaw Street corridor work Is 
to be considered a project to be completed under the present 
schedule by October 15, 1986 (working day 712). 

This brought up a further conSideration relative to funding 
for the program. If EDA funding Is to be sought, then there is 
a long period of time between the decision to apply and when 
funding Is actually available. This period of time could be as 
much IS 300 to 400 working days and could very easily extend 
the funding availability point out to early or mld-1988. 
Thus, It Is Important, In my opinion. to address In the very 
near future the role of this corridor and the Improvements to 
be made In the Buick City phase 12 program. 

Another element of Importance that has been mentioned 
frequently deals with private Improvements to be made once the 
public area site Improvements have been completed. Marketing 
of the property will be an Important part of the total 
development, and will be especially Important here because of 
the need to Improve the area on an ongoing basis to avoid 
typical vacant land uncared for appearances. As has been 
mentioned previously. It would be well to develop some network 
models for the marketing of Buick City phase '2 even If It Is 
possible to dispose of the property to one user. I shall 
continue to discuss this with Mr. Ursuy and the DCD staff 
Including Mr. Richard King. 

The network model we prepared for EDA funding on Saginaw 
Street refurnishing Is shown on sheet '164 Issue '1 dated 
October 178. 1985 (working day 459). We shall continue to 
refine this network model In our subsequent meetings to assure 
It Is accurate and truly reflects the sequence necessary for 
obtaining EDA funding. A copy of this network model was left 
with Mr. Vyvyan for distribution as he feels appropriate. 

A brief review of the other corridors In phase '2 Is given 
below: 

Corridor '1 - Acquire phase '2 properties - Property 
8cqulslflon Is moving relatively well except that the 
need for legal assistance to acquire remaining 
properties Is quite critical. At present this 
assistance Is needed in practically all of the 
remaining corridor property acquisitions. 

Details of the current status of property acquisition 
Is covered In the appropriate corridor reviews 
below. 
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Corridor '2 - Relocate phase 12 occupants - To be done 
as properties are acquired. 

- Corridor 13 - Demolish phase '2 structures - To be done 
as phase '2 relocation proceeds. 

- Corridor 14 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
street vacations - To be done as required for 
redevelopment. 

Corridor '5 - Vacate Parkland, the alley. and Taylor -
To be vacated as required for development. 

Corridor 16 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or relocate 
utilities - To be accomplished as work proceeds In 
each corridor. 

Corridor 17 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities - To be accomplished as work proceeds In each 
corridor. 

Corridor '8 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees - Work is moving well on the tree survey. 
In progress at present Is a DCD report which will be 
submitted to Parks and Recreation. This report will 
then be reviewed and commented upon by other Involved 
agencies and ultimately submitted to the landscape 
architect for his use and information. 

There was some discussion about covenants and their 
Impact on tree removal or conservation. It would be 
well as the marketing plans for Buick City phase '2 
area properties materialize to insure that proper 
covenants are written Into the purchase or lease 
agreements to maintain landscaping In the area as Is 
desired by the city. 

- Corridor 19 - Planning Commission and the City of 
Flint council review. recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans are Implemented. 

Corridor 110 - Relocate civil defense siren tn Saglnaw
To 6e done tn 1986. 

Corridor '11 - Build berms and tnstall phase 12 
landscaping - Landscaping work is to be made a 
part of each specific operation. In all likelihood, 
request for proposals on landscaping deSign will be 
Issued in November or December, 1985. 
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Corridor '12 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way palr
Monitored from Issue 15 dated August 28. 1985 
(working day 424). 

It Is still planned to begin construction on this 
program In early May, 1987. As yet there Is no word 
on MOOT's approval of work so that funds can be 
released for property acquisition. It should be noted 
that in order for the target dates presently being 
used to be achieved that funds for the program 
were to be released sometime between October, 1985 and 
February. 1986. It Is critical we hold 
adequate time to acquire beneficial control of the 
properties since the City of Flint certification 
of beneficial control of the property Is a necessary 
prerequisite to MOOT releasing contract documents 
for advertising and for proposals. 

The present plan is to have the final contract 
documents In MOOT's hands by February 3, 1987 
(working day 788) for final review In order to meet a 
target construction start date of April 30, 1987 
(working day 350). We shall continue to follow this 
program from Information as It Is available to us In 
our regular meetings. 

- Corridor 113 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw - For 
the Leltfi Street widening. 19 parcels are to be put 
under control. Of those. nine are under control as of 
October 17. 1985 (working day 459). Relocation Is 
Just starting. It Is re-emphaslzed that 
legal help Is needed In acquiring the remaining 
properties In the Leith Street widening corridor. 

DeSign work for preparation of contract documents 
was released by the OCD to the DPW on October IS, 
1985 (working day 417). Design work Is expected 
to begin sometime In November, 1985. 

- Corridor '14 - Clear and grub phase 12 areas - To be done 
85 properties are demolished. 

- Corridor '15 - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth -
Not monitored at this session. 

- Corridor 116 - Install 24 u water main In Saginaw, 
Leith to Hamilton - There are 25 parcels to be 
acquired for installation of the water main. 
Five of these have been acquired, and three are 
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under option. Here, again. the need exists 
for additional legal help to complete real 
estate acquisition. Additional details of corridor 
116 are Incorporated In the earlier discussion 
of the Saginaw Street refurbishing. 

- Corridors '17 and 118 - Widen Baker Street and 
resurrace Newall street - 35 parcels will 
have to be acquired for this work. As 
of October 17, 1985 (working day 459) nine are 
under control and six are under option. 

We had some discussion about the release of design work 
on the Newall resurfacing since only Baker Street 
design has been released. The Baker Street contract 
documents were authorized to be put Into work 
on October IS, 1985 (working day 457). The Newall 
resurfacing Is not as complex a program as Is the 
widening and a method of handling this release 
of documents for the resurfacing wtll be reviewed 
by the OPW with the OCD. 

- Corridor 119 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith to 
Hamilton - Work here was discussed In detail at the 
beginning of the Buick City phase 12 section. 

- Corridor '20 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads· 
To 6e Installed as redevelopment plans are 
Implemented. 

• Corridor '21 - Design phase '2 landscaping - Not 
monitored at this session. 

- Corridor 122 - Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done In conjunction with Michigan 
Bell Telephone and Consumers Power. 

t should like to call attention to the series of fourteen 
questions listed on pages .4 and 15 of Monitoring Report '207 
dated September 5, 1985 and on page '5 of Monitoring Report 
'208 dated September 24, 1985. These questions deal with the 
marketing aspects of Buick City phase 12, and In my opinion, 
should be addressed Just as quickly as possible. At our next 
planning and monitoring session I feel we should cover theM in 
detail and would appreCiate having someone from the DCD 
available to review progress on these points. 
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carrl.le Town - Monitored from Issue '7 dated August 8. 1985 (wo' ing aiy 410) 

Apparently the contractor has been selected to do the work and 
may be authorized to start by October 24. 1985 (working day 
464). Construction In the field could begin as early as 
October 28, 1985 (working day 466). In our Issue '7 network 
model dated August 8, 1985 (working day 410) construction and 
procurement was due to begin no later than October 15, 1985 
(working day 457). Thus, the project lags by about 9 working 
days. 

Utility proposals are all available and the council will act 
on the three of them October 28, 1985 (working day 466). 
These sets of actions should allow the project to move Into 
procurement and field activity by late October, 1985 and to be 
completed by the present target desired date of August 11. 
1986 (working day 666). 

At our next planning and monitoring session It Is expected to 
have the contractor available to review the construction 
activities planned on for the next several months. We shall 
prepare a network model of these activities for use by all 
parties concerned. 

DOA 

Mrs. Sybil Goldberg, acting director of the DOA. was able to 
visit with us for a few minutes and review the current 
activities of the ODA relative to the downtown development 
program. Under construction Is a parking lot on the north side 
of the Flint River adjoining Carriage Town. This lot Is being 
graveled and ready for use. It was mentioned that the 
construction boundaries for work on the Carriage Town north 
bridge abut.ent should be checked carefully to Insure that 
they do not encroach upon the parking area. 

At the Water Street Pavilion parking deck, present plans are 
to begin cleaning uP. particularly In Brush Alley, about 
November 15, 1985. This clean up, of course, Is critical to 
getting the alley In good condition for use over the winter 
tim.. If at all possible, It would be desirable to restore 
the alley to a usable thoroughfare just as soon as possible. 
Efforts are being made In this respect. 

General 

I strongly recommend we address the matter of Buick City phase 
'2 marketing soon to avoid having any serious time gap between 
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clearance of the property and full development of the parcels. 
As Is well known. these time gaps tend to encourage misuse of 
thl property and certainly detract from Its appearance and 
marketability. 

Another Item covered In our meeting that should be considered 
on an ongoing basis Is the overall view of City of Flint 
planning direction In Its development process. We began 
outlining some of the key factors relative to various 
dlv.lopmental programs. particularly the Oak Park program. at 
our session today. Other Issues that should be reviewed 
periodically deal with preparation of the City of Flint master 
plan. capital Improvements programs necessary to Implement the 
master plans, and freeway related projects Including 
Broadway/Stever and Beach Church. 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare the agenda for our next session and 
distribute It to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson,P.E. 
RJS:sps 
To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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. November 25. 1985 

Subject: Monitoring Report 210 

City of Flint Improvement Program 

Fltnt. Michigan 

Project: 83: 14 

Date of Monitoring: November 18. 1985 (working day 481) 

Actions taken: 

Monitored Buick City phase '2 PASI work program 

Discussed Buick City phase 12 marketing and land sale 
program In detail 

Monitored Carriage Town PASI field work 

Inspected Buick City phase 12 area 

Inspected Broadway/Stever area 

Inspected Carriage Town area 

Buick Cltl phase '2 

A brief review of each corridor In phase 12 Is given below: 

Corridor II - Acquire phase 12 properties - Property 
acquisition continues to move relatively well. Some 
legal assistance is now available. and this should 
help considerably In processing work. Details 
of property acquisition are covered in the appropriate 
corridor reviews below. 

Corridor '2 - Relocate phase '2 occupants - In work 
presently and to continue as properties are acquired. 

Corridor .3 - Demolish phase 12 structures - Some in 
worl and to be continued as phase '2 relocation 
proceeds. 

Corridor '4 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
street vacations - To be done 8S required for 
redevelopment. 

Corridor .5 - Vacate Parkland. the alley. and Taylor -
To 6e vacated as required for development. 
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Corridor '6 - Michigan 8ell Telephone remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done as work proceeds In each 
corridor. 

Corridor '7 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done as work proceeds In each 
corridor. 

Corridor f8 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees - The DCD Is taking responsibility for 
most of the landscaping work In phase 12. Presently 
the draft of the tree report Is betng 
prepared for distribution to Parks & 
Recreation, Richard King, Fred Kump. and Don Berry. 
In all likelihood. the oCD will also prepare a detailed 
design for final landscaping of the phase '2 area. 

Corridor 19 - Planning Commission and the City of 
Flint council review, recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans are Implemented. 

Corridor '10 - Relocate civil defense siren tn Saglnaw-
10 6e done In 1986. 

Corridor til - Build berms 8nd Install phase 12 
landscaping - As noted above, all landscaping design 
will now probably be done by the oCD staff. No word on 
how landscaping is to be Installed. 

Corridor 112 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way palr
Monitored from Issue 15 dated August 28, 1985 
(working day 424). 
No current word was available at our sesston re 
progress on Broadway/Stever. Apparently the material 
submitted several weeks ago Is still at MOOT for 
review and approval. It should be pOinted out that 
for the program to be constructed In 1987. land 
acquisition funds should be released no later than 
February 18. 1986. This Is only 63 working days 
from the current date and time Is growing very short 
for start of acquisition of beneficial control of the 
properties. This Is a critical element In the entire 
program. and If the project Is to be built In 1987. 
must be Initiated on time. We shall continue to 
monitor progress on this matter In subsequent meetings. 

Corridor '13 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw - No 
active work has yet restarted on preparation of 
Leith Street contract documents. Property acquisition 
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Is moving reasonably well with nine pieces acquired 
and one under option. Relocation of people In 
the area Is proceeding with land acquisition. 

There are some miscellaneous price and title problems 
but with legal assistance on board to assist 
the OCD these should be able to be resolved In the 
near future. Overall, Leith Street widening 
Is meeting targets between early and late starts and 
finishes. 

Corridor 114 - Clear and grub phase 12 areas - To be done 
as properties are demolished. 

Corridor liS - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth - Not 
monitored at this session. 

Corridor 116 - Install 24" water main In Saginaw. Leith 
to Hamilton - Installation of the water main in 
Saginaw Street Is still under consideration. However. 
at our meeting It was decided that the property 
acquisition and design process would Incorporate 
an approximately 30' or more easement on the 
east side of Saginaw to accommodate future 
utility construction that may be desired. This permits 
breaking the water main and other utility Installation 
away from the Saginaw Street refurbishing program, 
and allows judgements to be made on each independent 
of the other. 

So far as the properties to be acquired 
for the easement, of the 25 total. eight have been 
acquired and two have been optioned. 

Corridors 117 and 118 - Widen Baker Street and 
resurface Rewall Sireet ~ No active work has yet 
begun on deSign, and the scope of work Is 
still being discussed by the DPW and the OCD. 

Apparently there may be considerable curb work to 
be reinstalled as the resurfacing of Newall proceeds. 
This matter should be addressed at an early date. 

So far as land acquisition Is concerned, 15 of the 
35 properties needed have been acquired and two 
are under option. 

Corridor 119 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith 
to Hamilton A detailed discussion was 
held of the scope of work for refurbishing Saginaw 
Street and. IS noted above, It was decided to break 
away Installation of the utility easement from 
the actual refurbishing process Itself. 
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It Is Imperative to note here that the decisions on 
Saginaw Street refurbishing should be an Integral 
part of the development of Buick City phase .2 
PASI work and the marketing and land disposal 
effort. The Saginaw Street right-of-way Is a prime 
viewing point for Buick City phase 12 land. There 
will be a berm along Saginaw Street screening the 
property from total view. However. It Is difficult 
to break any refurbishing effort away from 
Improvements to the adjoining properties. 

If EDA financing Is to be utilized In the refurbishing 
process. It Is Important that this funding 
acquisition be started Immediately. An analysis In 
previous meetings showed that It could require as 
much as 420 to 450 working days to acquire such 
funding. This could put start of construction Into 
mid or late 1987. Thus. It Is possible the Improve
ments would not be completed until mid or late 1988. 

Depending upon the Importance of these Improvements 
to the total development, It Is critical 
an ongoing evaluation of work to be done be made and 
that a decision on the Saginaw Street refurbishing 
be resolved In the very near future. No decision 
apparently has yet been established. and again I 
recommend that the rationale behind the entire 
program be carefully studied to make such 
determination now. so the program can either 
proceed or be held until an appropriate starting 
point Is established. 

Corridor '20 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads
To 6e Installed as redevelopment plans are 
implemented. 

Corridor 121 - Design phase '2 landscaping - Detailed 
aeslgn Of landscaping will probably proceed under 
the direction of the DCD. 

• Corridor 122 - Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done In conjunction with MIChigan 
Bell Telephone and Consumers Power work. 

As part of our discussion today we also reviewed the 14 potnts 
listed on pages '4 and 15 of Monitoring Report 1207 dated 
September 5. 1985 and on page '5 of Monitoring Report '208 
dated September 24, 1985. These questions deal with the 
marketing aspects of Buick City phase 12. A brief review of 
each of the pOints using their corresponding numbers is given 
below: 
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1. What Is the development timetable? As yet there Is no 
visible decision on the timetable for this work. I strongly 
recommend that Irrespective of how valid or invalid the 
timetable may be, that some direction be given now to what 
appears to be at least a currently desirable schedule of 
development. We will continue to review this point at 
subsequent meetings. 

2. What Is the present schedule for Implementation of a 
public relations and advertising program? There have been 
some general brochures and flyers prepared relative to total 
development opportunities available In Flint. However. there 
does not appear to be any promotional work designed 
specifically for the Buick City area. It would be well at some 
near future point to review this matter. and possibly to work 
with the utility companies to begin planning a public 
relations and marketing campaign to get information out to the 
developers and users about Buick City phase '2 opportunities. 
Developers normally do not seek out opportunities of the type 
offered by the Buick City phase '2, and my experience Is that 
it Is best to consider an aggressive campaign to call their 
attention to the opportunity so they then can be looking 
around for development opportunities that will allow them to 
be involved in the purchase of such land. 

3. When does the transition occur between the public area 
site improvement project and the marketing and private use of 
the land? This presently does not appear to be a technical 
issue since major physical Improvements to the area are 
scheduled to be complete by the end of 1986 or sooner. There 
are some exceptions to this such as the refurbishing of 
Saginaw Street. and the somewhat related development of the 
Broadway/Stever area. Therefore. decisions that must be made 
relative to this marketing process and when it interrelates 
with physical development becomes a deCision Influenced by 
other than the physical development process. 

Again. for clarification and direction In the long range 
planning for disposal of the Site. I suggest deCisions be made 
just as quickly as possible relative to the method of 
proceeding through this transition point. It would be well 
timed to have a top level City of Flint staff planning meeting 
about Buick City phase '2 In the near future. I believe a well 
structured agenda covering a discussion of the 14 points under 
consideration here would be appropriate and helpful. 

4. How Is the Interface between construction and marketing to 
be handled? No information was available re this matter. 
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5. What should be planned for the physical development so 
that the Interim appearance of the project Is maintained 
adequate to Interest potential developers? This matter has 
been given casual and ongoing attention but no specific 
program of maintaining the appearance of the property after 
PASI work Is complete has been developed. As has been the 
experience in Flint, dumping of trash and other refuse on 
abandoned sites Is common practice. To do this here would be 
detrimental to the marketing effort and certainly Incur the 
displeasure of residents of the area. 1 believe this problem 
should be given immediate attention along with other pOints 
that concern physical appearance of the property. 

6. What Is the current status of covenant preparation? 
There has apparently been no major progress on preparing 
drafts or final copies of the covenants to be used. 

7. How are street clOSings to be managed relative to 
adjoining property owner approvals? No deciSion has yet been 
made on these closings. 

8. What utility Improvements are to be made? No decisions 
hive yet been made on Internal utility Improvements. 
However. it does appear that the surrounding utilities 
supplying the area are adequate for whatever land use might be 
made within the area. 

9. What Is Included in the Saginaw Street refurbishing? This 
matter has not yet been addressed fully within the staff. 

10. What Is the future land use of each of the areas In 
accordance with present planning and thinking? The only 
planning work that has been done Is that relative to the Oak 
Park renewal plan. 

11. A thorough check should be made of the zoning of the 
entire area to insure it is properly zoned. The area Is 
apparently presently zoned heavy industrial. Mr. Ursuy will 
review this item in detail to Insure It is a compatible zoning 
with what is desired for construction. 

12. How is the commercial block between Newall and Hamilton 
to be handled for redevelopment? There are currently no well 
defined plans for redevelopment of this area except that It 
will be commercial. 

13. How Is redevelopment of property to relate to the total 
Saginaw Street corridor? There was no answer to this 
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problem at our meeting except that It was felt the 
Interrelation of the two Is Important to consider at all 
times. 

14. How Is dumping of trash and waste on the phase .2 area to 
be controlled while the land Is being marketed and disposed 
of? No plans have yet been made for this particular mattter. 
As noted above, It Is Important that this dumping be 
controlled so that the area does remain clean and physically 
marketable. 

Carriage Town PASt work 

Mr. Steve Funck of Posen Construction attended the session and 
participated In the preparation of a preliminary network for 
PASI field work. This work Is shown on sheet '165, Issue '1 
dated November 18, 1985. We were able to prepare a network 
model for work on the project up through erection and trimming 
out of bridge structural steel. At present this steel Is due 
to be In place and ready for following work by March 27, 1986 
(working day 571). It should be pOinted out that sheet '165 is 
a preliminary network for review and comment and will be 
updated and revised as additional Information becomes 
available. 

The work plan antiCipates starting layout on north and south 
bridge abutments as soon as the 66" sanitary sewer Is located 
and exposed. Following layout, mass excavation will be 
completed for the south abutment and wall footings will be 
built followed by the north abutment work. 

Auger cast piling will be Installed at the south after which 
the footings will be constructed, then the walls and 
abutments, and backfilling completed. It Is hoped to complete 
backfilling at south walls by as early as December 19. 1985 
(working day 503) and the north walls by January 7, 1986 
(working day 514). This, of course, takes the backfilling 
work Into winter weather, and it may not be possible to 
complete proper filling and compacting until warmer weather. 

As we discussed the project It was mentioned by the contractor 
that there Is a MIChigan Bell Telephone line that should be 
located and marked. This Is going to be done Immediately and 
If there are any Interference problems they will be Identified 
In the very near future. 

Meanwhile, contract awards are proceeding, and It appears that 
the work Is well under way. We shall plan to complete 
diagramming the project at our next session and maintain on 
ongoing monitoring of the field work. A copy of the network 
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model sheet '165. Issue II. dated November 18. 1985 (working 
day 481) was given to the contractor and to the OCD staff. 
Additional copies were also distributed to those concerned. 

Review of sequencing at Buick City 12 project 

Over the past several months there have been ongoing 
discussions about how the marketing and property sale at Buick 
City .2 was to be Integrated with PASt work construction. We 
touched on that earlier In this report but at this session we 
began an In depth review of the Impact of one phase of the 
activity upon the other. It seems that there presently Is a 
growing potential gap between four elements of the program. 

1. Completion of public areas site Improvements 
(PASI). presently planned to be substantially In 
place Including landscaping by the end of 1986. 

2. Marketing of Buick City phase '2 
parcels. Apparently there Is presently no master 
timetable for bringing the developed park on line. 

3. Refurbishing Saginaw Street (corridor 113). This Is 
a complex project which has not yet been totally 
defined. 

4. A distant but related project Involving Improvement 
of the Broadway/Stever area thoroughfare pattern. 

These four programs have a potential for considerable 
discrepancy In their completion dates. This In Itself Is 
normally not a serious problem. However, with the Important 
geographic location of Buick City phase .2 and Its visibility 
and Impact particularly upon the surrounding neighborhood. It 
would appear that the four elements mentioned above should be 
tightly Interrlated. The Impacting forces upon the four 
elements are such that I recommend careful attention be given 
each now and that a specific Interrelationship between them be 
planned so that the entire physical Improvement program Is 
brought on line In a planned and relatively predictable 
~anner. Obviously, it Is Impossible to predict all happentngs 
that affect projects that deal with sale of land or with 
political decisions and Interagency Impacts. These types of 
Influences upon a project are, at best. only moderately 
Identifiable. However. I recommend that a course of action be 
charted for the projects and that whatever actions are taken 
be made to happen within the framework of the desired 
timetable to the greatest extent possible. This Is a creative 
planning approach that Is proactive as opposed to a reactive 
approach where events occur as reactions to other events that 
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may Influence them. In other words, this program, In my 
opinion, because of Its Importance and key locations should be 
a driving force relative to surrounding development rather 
than being driven by the unpredictable elements that could 
Influence It. 

There are many points of view on this matter and certainly the 
above approaCh may not be necessarily the most appropriate. 
However. In my opinion. what Is needed at Buick City phase '2 
right now Is an aggressive planning program that will create 
direction and give a development framework by which the entire 
Improvement can be guided. I suggest the management of the 
OCD, the DPW. and the administrative staff of the city have a 
near future meeting relative to this matter to discuss it In 
detail. I would be more than pleased to contribute whatever I 
might to the discussion and. If appropriate, will prepare an 
agenda of the key Items for discussion. 

Meanwhile. at our regular meetings we shall continue to 
monitor and plan the program as well as we can. Presently 
land acquisition Is moving extremely well. Most of the design 
work with the exception of the Saginaw Street refurbishing and 
Broadway/Stever has been released, and It appears that we will 
have the public area site Improvements Installed by near Buick 
City phase '2 present desired target. However. the other 
programs mentioned have yet to be initiated and could cause 
some serious disruption to newly Installed work, could provide 
the opportunity for unauthorized dumping. producing a visual 
eyesore at the area, and could influence difficulty of access 
to the area on surrounding public right of ways. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare an agenda for our next session and 
distribute It to those concerned. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 
RJS:sps 
To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 
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Actions taken: 

- Reviewed Carriage Town PASI field work 

- Monitored Buick City phase 12 work 

Inspected Carriage Town PASI field work 

Carriage Town PASI work - Monitored from Issue #1 dated 
November 18, 1985 (working day 481) 

There has been some difficulty on foundation construction, and 
at this point it appears that much of the concrete work for 
the footings, walls, and abutments will be done next spring. 
starting probably In early or mid May. 1986. There have also 
been revisions made to the foundation work which must be 
reviewed and approved by the city council. This review Is In 
progress presently and the revisions are expected to be 
released by January 7, 1986 (working day 514). 

Also, there still is no full building department approval. 
This has been caused apparently by some difficulty In 
communicating Information between the contractor and the 
city. The information has now been delivered to the building 
department and they are presently reviewing it. Their review 
should also be completed by January 7. 1986 (working day 514). 

Interferences at footing locations are still somewhat of a 
problem although most have now been resolved. The 
Interferences Include a 60· sanitary sewer on the south stde, 
and a 42A storm sewer and a smaller water line on the north 
stde. After excavating to some of these utilities. the 
decision was made to redesign certain of the footings. This 
has been completed and costs estimated. These are. as noted 
above, to be approved by council In early January, 1986. 

The delays to expected progress on foundations and walls has 
set installation of structural steel bridge girders, wood 
deck, lighting, and painting back to a later date than 

I 
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originally Intended. Present plans now are to have the bridge 
area ready for structural steel by May 3D, 1986 (working day 
616). Following erecting and trimming of bridge structural 
steel, the access areas to the bridge will be completed along 
with bridge finishing work such as wood deck, lighting, and 
painting. Present planning assumes a target of July 4, 1986 
(working day 641) as the opening date for the bridge. Full 
completion of the area Is targeted to a September 27, 1986 
(working day 699) date, which is the centennial date of the GM 
organization at this site. 

There presently does not appear to be any major technical 
difficulties with the project, except for approval on the 
method of bridging and protecting the utilities In the area. 
Apparently some approvals have been given to the method 
selected, but I recommend strongly that a full and official 
approval of the Interrelation between footings and utilities 
be obtained so there Is no question about the design for, or 
the location of, the original Interferences. I also recommend 
that the city and the contractor plot and record locations and 
size of utilities and footings as they are revealed and as the 
footings are constructed. This Information should go In the 
city engineering files for future reference. We have all too 
frequently encountered problems of thts type even on recent 
construction where adequate records were not maintained and 
confusion existed about locations of underground 
Installations. 

I shall update network sheet *165, Issue II, dated 
November 18, 1985 (working day 481) showing the field work on 
the Carriage Town project. This will be Issued to Mr. Ray 
Vyvyan for distribution to those concerned. 

Buick City phase '2 

A brief review of each corridor In phase 12 Is given below: 

Corridor .1 -Acquire phase '2 properties - Property 
acquisition continues to proceed well and the details 
of the number of parcels acquired are given under each 
of the appropriate corridor reviews below. 

Corridor '2 - Relocate phase .2 occupants - Relocation 
is In work and will continue as properties are 
acquired. 

Corridor '3 - Demolish phase 12 structures - Some 
demOlition Is In progress and will continue as 
relocation proceeds. 
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Corridor 14 - Planning Commission review and recommend 
sireet vacations - Will be done as required for 
redevelopment. 

Corridor i5 - Vacate Parkland, the alley, and Taylor -
TO be vacated 8S required for redevelopment. 

Corridor 16 - Michigan Bell Telephone remove or 
relocate utilities - To be done as work proceeds 
In each corridor. 

Corridor '7 - Consumers Power remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done as work proceeds In each 
corridor. 

Corridor '8 - Parks and Recreation survey existing 
trees - Continuing In work. 

Corridor 19 - Planning Commission and the City of 
Fltnt council review, recommend. and approve 
redevelopment parcels - To be done as redevelopment 
plans are implemented. 

Corridor 110 - Relocate civil defense siren In Saglnaw
To be done In 1986. 

Corridor III - Build berms and Install phase '2 
landscaping - No additional Information currently on 
landscaping. 

Corridor 112 - Construct Broadway/Stever one way pair
Monitored from Issue .5 dated August 28, 1985 

(working day 424) 

There was no major Information available except that 
the reviews of data forwarded to MOOT are In work. 
Again. It should be noted that completion of 
Broadway/Stever Improvements are 
presently planned for a start In early May. 1987. 
Completion In 1987 depends upon acquisition funds 
being released no later than February 18. 1986 
(working day 544). It is becoming doubtful 
whether this release date can be achieved. Therefore. 
I suggest we discuss at a near future session 
the implications of a later start and completion than 
presently planned for Broadway/Stever. 

At our meeting there also was expressed concern about 
the time limit on funding available for the project. 
I again recommend that this funding be Investigated to 
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see If it does have an expiration date and, If so, what 
Impact that date has upon progress on the project. 
I also recommend that at our next session we update the 
network model currently being used for monitoring of 
the project. 

- Corridor 113 - Widen Leith from North to Saginaw - Of 
the total of 19 parcels required, 11 are under control 
and relocation Is proceeding. No work has yet begun 
on completion of contract documents. However, 
the DPW plans to relnltiate work on these In the 
near future. The late start on these documents 
was set at April 29, 1986 (working day 594). However, 
to avoid undesirable buildup In resource requirements 
It would be wise to put these Into work just as quickly 
as possible. 

Corridor 114 - Clear and grub phase 12 areas - To be done 
as properties are demolished. 

Corridor liS - Install storm sewer In Dartmouth - There 
Is some Question as to whether this work Is needed. 
Mr. Donald Berry of the OPW will check this. 

Corridor 116 - Install 24" water main in Saginaw, 
Leith to Hamilton - Of the 25 parcels to be acquired, 
10 are under control with one option In hand. 
Relocation Is also under way in the area. A decision 
has been made that the water main Is to be built on 
Saginaw Street within a 10' easement on the east side 
of the right of way. At the Incubator building, the 
water line will be Installed under the sidewalk. With 
this deciSion made. It Is now Increasingly Important to 
decide upon the scope of work In refurbishing of 
Saginaw Street. corridor 119. 

Corridors 117 and '18 - Widen Baker Street and 
resurface Rewail street -
No contract document preparation 
Is In work yet. However. surveys are being made for 
the project. Of the 35 parcels needed for the Baker 
Street widening. 17 have been acquired and three 
are under option. The late start on preparation of 
Baker Newall contract documents Is March 5. 1986 
(working day 555) for a completion of field work In 
late fall. 1986. The time Is now drawing near where 
these contract documents will have to be started. and I 
recommend careful attention be paid this matter over 
the next few weeks. 
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Corridor 119 - Refurbish Saginaw Street from Leith 
to Ramllton - There Is no further word on progress 
In defining the scope of work tl refurbish 
Saginaw Street. We have. however. broken the 
project away from the Installation of the water main 
corridor 116, and therefore. it can now b"e decided 
upon In a separate time framework. However. the 
decision as to whether or not.and to what extent the 
refurbishing should take place Is still a critical 
deCision. We will continue to maintain It on the 
agenda at each of our meetings. 

Corridor '20 - Construct cul-de-sacs at various roads-
To be Installed as redevelopment plans are Implemented. 

Corridor '21 - DeSign phase 12 landscaping - No major 
word on this as yet. 

Corridor '22 - Cable TV (Comcast) remove or relocate 
utilities - To be done In conjunction with Michigan 
Bell Telephone and Consumers Power work. 

We also reviewed the 14 pOints that are part of the ongoing 
discussion of marktlng on Buick City phase '2. A brief review 
of each of the points using the corresponding numbers shown In 
Monitoring Reports '207 dated September 5. 1985. and '208 
dated September 24. 1985 Is given below: 

1. What Is the development timetable? - As yet no detailed 
timetable has been developed. However, as we went 
through the project it was apparent that a timetable 
was needed for both improvement and development 
stages. Even earlier, a timetable Is needed for 
preparation of presentation material and marketing 
data. Many other timetables that are subtopical 
to the major development timetable are also required 
and these will be addressed as subjects under some of 
the other pOints. 

2. What Is the present schedule for implementation of 
a public relations and advertising program? - It 
Is important to understand that the Implementation 
of a public relations and advertising program Is 
a major activity. that Is absolutely essential 
to the successful marketing of a land area. This 
has been proven time after time In the past with 
parcels that the city desired to dispose of to 
encourage proper development. We made a laundry 
list of the Items needed for the marketing effort. 
This was put together at random and Is given below 
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in somewhat the same order as discussed. I suggest 
that each subject be developed in more 
detail and that priorities and a timetable be 
established by which they are interrelated. 

The items of need noted were as follows: 

a. graphic material about the timetable of development 
and the site. 

b. brochures containing information about: 
.. covenants 

.. land costs 

.. appearance intended for the site after 
improvements 

.. information about building costs in the Flint 
area 

- site planning 

- information about utility Improvements and 
8vallability 

.. information about the Incremental areas of 
land and how they could be sold (the 

.. development areas presently being used are 
given below under another pOint 

.. market analysis information about the site 
and about the City of Flint (an industrial 
market study of the Flint area is needed for 
this effort). 

- reasons why a business should locate in Flint 

- reasons why a business should locate on North 
Saginaw 

- information about the local and area 
thoroughfare patterns 

- information about land use and zoning In the 
city 

- information about the processes for street 
closing and other necessary items to 
occupy the site successfully 
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These are only a few of the Items that must be 
presented In a brochure, but In order to get this 
material preprared it is necessary to start 
somettme. I suggest that this time Is now. 

3. When does the transition between the public area site 
Improvement project and the marketing and private 
use of the land occur? - This transition Is in 
progress at present and our meeting today was a 
major step forward toward outlining the activities 
necessary for the transition to be made. I suggest 
at one of our future meetings we prepare a network 
model for the marketing effort to give It structure and 
direction. 

4. How Is the Interface between construction and 
marketing to be handled? - Not discussed In detail at 
this meeting. 

S. What should be planned for the physical development 
so that the interim appearance of the project Is 
maintained adequate to Interest potential 
developers? - There were a few suggestions at our 
meeting as to how to keep the site clean as It was 
being marketed. These are listed below: 

a. Keep the trees on the site to give the area a 
somewhat controlled appearance, and to 
provide some natural screening and obstacle 
for dumping. 

b. Barricade the streets so that entrance by vehicles 
with loads would not be possible. 

c. Maintain a higher than normal level of security In 
the area to control traffic. 

6. What Is the current status of covenant preparation? -
There was no current data on preparation covenants. 

7. How are street closings to be managed relative to 
adjoining property owner approvals? - There are no 
decisions as yet on street closing. This 
matter is somewhat routine but must be addressed as the 
properties are disposed of. 

8. What utility Improvement are to be made? - No decisions 
are yet made on internal utlltity Improvements. 
However. as pOinted out In the previous monitoring 
report it appears that the surrounding utilities 
are adequate for whatever land use might be made 
within the area. 
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9. What is Included In the Saginaw Street refurbishing 
(this must be worked on jointly with the DPW and 
the DCD)? - No decision has yet been made on 
the scope of work for the Saginaw Street 
refurbishing. This Is still a critical matter. 
We will continue to address it at each of 
our meetings. 

10. What Is the future land use of each of the areas in 
accordance with present planning and thinking? -
The future land use will be In accordance with the 
planning for Oak Park renewal. 

The site has been broken Into four major areas. 
These are: 

I . Development area 'I - Leith to Dartmouth 

2. Development area #2 - Taylor to Baker 

3. Development area 1#3 - Baker to Newall 

4. Development area 1#4 - Newa 11 to Hamilton 

All of these are between Saginaw and North. 

The total area of the site Is 33.5 acres or under 
present planning about 2 acres per parcel. The area 
will be worked upon development area by development 
area.Presently the Intent Is that the council will 
extinguish the original plat and the land will be 
sold by parcels determined by a new survey. 

11. A thorough check should be made of the zoning of the 
entire area to Insure it is property loned. - No 
discussion on desired zoning for the future land 
use. 

12. How is the commercial block between Newall and 
Hamilton to be handled for redevelopment? - No 
current word on how the commercial block Is to 
be developed. 

13. How Is redevelopment of property to relate to the totel 
Saginaw Street corridor? - No major word on relation 
of redevelopment to Saginaw Street improvements. 

14. How Is dumplpg of trash and waste on the phase '2 area 
to be controlled while the land is being marketed and 
disposed of? - See point '5 above. 
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There was some additional discussion about the Buick City 
phase '2 operations, and these are Identified below by letter 
to aid in reference. The pOints are given at random. 

A. It would still be wise to confer with the utilities -
Michigan Bell and Consumers - to work out a mutually 
beneficial program of marketing. These utilities have 
long and extensive experience In Industrial real 
estate and their respective development departments 
can be of help in Identifying critical areas of the 
program and in helping to plan and schedule them 
properly. 

B. It would be well to collect as much Information on a 
formal basis about all other Industrial parks In the 
area. This would give the city ammunition for 
competitive selling of the Buick City phase '2 area to 
those who are interested. It is essential that the 
city be aggressive about marketing Buick City phase 12 
since most developers have enough prospects so they 
frequently do not seek new opportunities as 
aggressively as might be thought by those holding 
real estate. 

C. The steps needed to getting a park rating by the 
State of Michigan should be reviewed. Even though 
the city has been through this before, It would be 
well to check thh process to Insure that all 
Information Is available. 

D. Surveys of the site. both topographical and boundary, 
should be made and available to those whO express 
interest In buying or building there. 

E. It was decided that it would be well to keep the 
architectural review committee on the job to 
maintain control of the site appearance. This could 
be a part of the covenants. 

F. To pay for Internal utility and road Improvements. It 
might be well to consider escrowing an amount of 
money and prorating to each owner the costs according 
to the area of the site that owner occupy. 

G. Above all, it was felt by all concerned that in order to 
successfully market this area that some graphic 
excitement was needed to tell a story about the project 
and what could be done with it. 
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H. The organizations Interested In acquisition of sites 
should be listed and tabulated for ease of reference. 
A methodical and comprehenslve effort should then be 
initiated to make these organizations aware of the 
property availability. 

In closing our discussion about Buick City phase 12. it was 
strongly felt by all participating that the marketing effort 
for the site should start now. and be aggressively followed 
over the next few months. There is 8 current upsurge In 
business activity that warrants more than just usual day to 
day attention to bringing Industrial development to Flint. In 
this. I concur and recommend that the matters we have been 
addressing relative to marketing and disposlng of Buick City 
phase '2 be addressed lntensively and Immediately. 

Review of sequencing at Buick City 12 project 

This refers to the brief set of statements on page '8 and '9 
of Monitoring Report 1210. dated November 25. 1985. In this 
discussion I suggested there is a growing potential gap 
between the four elements of the Buick City phase 12 project. 
It still still my feeling that the points covered in that 
discussion must be addressed soon because site work is moving 
reasonably well and the site areas will be coming on the 
market In the relatively near future. The four programs 
consisted of! 

1. Completion of public area site Improvements 

2. Marketing of Buick City phase '2 

3. Refurbishing Saginaw Street 

4. The Broadway/Stever Improvements 

It Is still. in my opinion. essential that each Buick City '2 
project be carefully planned and interrelated since they all 
impact one on the other. Discussion of these projects will be 
a part of our ongoing reviews. 

General 

Mr. Vyvyan will prepare a meeting agenda for our next session 
and distribute it to those concerned. Meanwhile. I shall 
update the Carriage Town PASI field work network and send 
copies of Mr. Vyvyan for distribution. 

Ralph J. Stephenson. P.E. 

RJS:sps 
To: Mr. Ray Vyvyan 




